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Over the last few decades, the number of patents on plants and plant parts has 
greatly increased in various parts of the world. This has triggered social debate about 
possible negative consequences for the breeding sector, farmers and society. Despi-
te the urgency of these questions, most research and literature has focused exclusi-
vely on developed countries – the USA and European Union, in particular – while little 
is known about the extent to which plants are being patented in other parts of the 
world. This research report aims to fill this information gap by providing an overview 
of the status of patenting plants in the developing countries and emerging econo-
mies of the Global South.

In different countries, patents can be applied to plants; plant parts, such as cells or 
genetic sequences; processes, such as breeding methods; and products obtained 
with these methods, including plant varieties. Patents are granted if the invention 
is considered novel (i.e. new in comparison to everything previously available to the 
public), inventive (i.e. it should not be obvious to an average person skilled in the 
relevant field) and to have industrial applicability (i.e. it can be made or used in some 
kind of industry). Once granted, a patent provides the inventor with the exclusive 
right to reproduce, use, sell and distribute the patented invention within the territory 
where the patent is granted and for a specific period, which is usually 20 years. In this 
period, anyone wanting to use the patented invention must first get formal permissi-
on from the patent holder, which may be provided in exchange for a fee. 

FOREWORD
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This research report aims to fill this 
information gap by providing an 

overview of the status of patenting 
plants in the developing countries 

and emerging economies 
of the Global South.

The Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) sets 
minimum standards with respect to intellectual property rights for all 164 member 
countries of the World Trade Organization (WTO). It allows countries to exclude from 
patentability ‘plants and animals other than micro-organisms, and essentially biolo-
gical processes for the production of plants or animals other than non-biological and 
microbiological processes.’ However, it requires member countries to ‘provide for the 
protection of plant varieties either by patents or by an effective sui generis system or 
by any combination thereof’ (Article 27.3b). Plant breeders’ rights are one example of a 
sui generis system which can be tailored to the specific needs of a country’s agricul-
tural sector and which typically include the so-called breeders’ exemption: allowing 
anyone to use a protected variety for the purpose of breeding a new variety. Least 
developed countries (LDCs) have at least until 2021 to comply with the TRIPS agree-
ment, or until the moment they cease to be a LDC. 

Despite these flexibilities being available, the research described in this report shows
that 60% of the 126 countries in the Global South for which data was available allow
for the patenting of plants or parts thereof, and many such patents were identified.
With this research report, Oxfam and South Centre aim to contribute to awareness 
and understanding of the current status of patenting of plants in developing coun-
tries and emerging economies, to inform societal discussion and decision-making. 

Bram De Jonge
Seed Policy Advisor
Sowing Diversity=Harvesting Security (SD=HS) Programme
Oxfam Novib
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Over the last half century patent law has 
gradually been extended to cover plants and 
their parts and components, despite the 
existence of plant variety protection (PVP), a 
special regime for new plant varieties. Currently, 
patents are granted in many jurisdictions on 
the basis of claims relating to phenotypic and/
or genotypic characteristics. A wide range 
of claims are often admitted in relation to 
genetically engineered plants, including genetic 
constructs and/or their components as well as 
modified cells and plants. In some countries, 
plant varieties as such may also be patented.

The granting of patents on plants and plant 
materials may have significant implications 
for access to and use of seeds and other 
propagating materials. The presence of a single 
patented component in a plant may create a 
barrier for further research and breeding, as well 
as prevent farmers from saving and re-using 
seeds that incorporate that component.

The facultative exclusion for ‘plants’ under 
the TRIPS Agreement gives WTO members the 
possibility of denying patent protection to 
any plant, whether wild or obtained through 
conventional breeding methods of crossing and 
selection, hybridization, mutagenesis, genetic 

modification or any other method. However, a 
number of free trade agreements (FTAs) entered 
into by some developing countries with the 
USA have included, among other TRIPS-plus 
provisions, an obligation to provide for the grant 
of patents on plants or to make efforts to ensure 
that such patents are granted.  

This study shows that plants are excluded from 
patentability in only 40% of the 126 developing 
countries and emerging economies for which 
legal information was available. In other words, 
the majority of these countries have not 
used the TRIPS flexibility regarding the non-
patentability of plants and would hence allow 
the granting of patents on plants and their 
parts and components, including plant cells: 
43% exclude the patentability of plant varieties 
and essentially biological processes to obtain 
them, as is the case under European law; but 
in 17% plant varieties might also eventually 
be patentable, generally due to the lack of an 
explicit exclusion thereof.

The analysis of legal provisions, patentability 
guidelines, court decisions (where they 
exist) and a sample of patents granted in the 
countries selected for this study indicate 
that legal provisions prescribing the non-
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patentability of discoveries may prevent the 
protection of unmodified plant materials. Merely 
isolated genes are not patentable in many 
of the selected countries. However, genetic 
constructs used to genetically modify plants 
are generally deemed patentable. Provisions 
excluding the patentability of ‘plants’ have 
been interpreted in some countries as also 
excluding the patentability of plants’ parts and 
components, such as seeds and cells. Despite 
the lack of a commonly accepted definition of 
essentially biological processes to obtain a 
plant, this concept has been effectively applied 
in some of the selected countries to deny 
method claims regarding plants. The application 
of patentability requirements, notably ‘inventive 
step’ and the requirement of sufficient 
disclosure, has often led to the rejection of 
patent applications relating to plants.

Overall, there is considerable diversity in legal 
status regarding the patentability of plants in 
the countries of the Global South. Most have 
admitted plant patents by deliberate choice 
(notably those following the European approach, 
which excludes only plant varieties from 
patentability) or by allowing the patentability 
of plant parts and components, such as nucleic 
sequences, that indirectly but effectively 

confer on patent owners exclusive rights to 
control the production and commercialization 
of plant varieties that incorporate such parts 
and components and eventually the products 
obtained from them, such as food or feed.

In developing countries where a broad coverage 
of patents is allowed (including plants and/or 
their parts and components, or plant varieties), 
patent laws may be used to prevent farmers 
from saving and re-using seeds that incorporate 
patented materials, thereby curtailing an 
essential right of farmers and putting food 
security at risk. Those countries should be 
encouraged to review their legislation and 
learn from the examples of countries that, 
consistently with the TRIPS Agreement, have 
appropriately narrowed down the scope of 
patentability in this field.

 

Most countries have admitted plant 
patents by deliberate choice or by 
allowing the patentability of plant 

parts and components.  
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Over the last half century patent law has 
gradually been extended to cover plants and 
their parts and components, despite the 
existence of plant variety protection (PVP), a 
special regime for new plant varieties. Currently, 
patents are granted in many jurisdictions on 
the basis of claims relating to phenotypic and/
or genotypic characteristics. A wide range 
of claims are often admitted in relation to 
genetically engineered plants, including genetic 
constructs and/or their components as well as 
modified cells and plants.1  In some countries, 
plant varieties as such may also be patented.

The granting of patents on plants and plant 
materials may have significant implications 
for access to and use of seeds and other 
propagating materials, since the rights 
conferred by patents are broader than under 
a PVP regime and the presence of a single 
patented component in a plant may create 
a barrier for research and breeding. Notably, 
patent laws would normally prevent third 
parties from using a plant variety which is 
patented as such, or which incorporates 
patented parts or components, to develop and 
commercialize a new variety. Moreover, patent 
laws may not permit the saving and re-use of 
seeds that incorporate such patented parts 
and components, curtailing a basic right of 
particular importance for farmers and food 
security.

Plants and plant materials are patentable to 
differing extents in developed countries. In the 
USA, for instance, plants, plant materials and 
plant varieties are patentable, while European 
law excludes the patentability of plant varieties. 
The impact of the different legal models 
applied in these jurisdictions has not yet been 
sufficiently studied, and there is also limited 
knowledge about the patent policies applied in 
relation to plants in developing countries.

A review of the extent to which patents apply to 
plants cannot be circumscribed to an analysis of 
whether or not there are provisions specifically 
addressing the patentability of plants or 
plant varieties. Many national laws permit the 
patenting of genetic materials and other parts 
of plants, such as cells, thereby practically 

or potentially allowing the patent owner to 
indirectly exercise control over the further use of 
a whole plant or any plant variety that contains 
the patented component. Such a protection may 
have far-reaching implications, as exemplified 
by the Schmeiser case in Canada,2  in which 
patent infringement was found in a situation 
of non-intentional use of patented material 
present in canola plants.

If patents on processes to produce a plant 
are accepted, the product obtained with 
such processes may be protected as well, 
on the basis of an extension – mandated by 
article 28.1(b) of the TRIPS Agreement – of the 
protection accorded to the process to the 
product directly obtained with it.3  The scope 
of protection granted by plant-related patents 
becomes particularly problematic when they 
cover not only plants or plant materials but the 
products that may be obtained therefrom, such 
as food and feed. 

Although the main provisions affecting the 
patentability of plants will be found in patent 
laws themselves, other legislation (such as 
plant variety protection) may also have an 
impact on the availability or scope of plant-
related patents. 

An extensive literature discusses the 
patentability of plants and plant materials, 
particularly in the context of developed 
countries’ legislation. Much of it addresses 
issues around the patentability of biotechnology 
in general, including but not limited to plants. 
In 1989, for instance, a report by the Office 
of Technology Assessment reviewed US 
patent law as it related to the patentability 
of microorganisms, cells, plants and animals. 
The report included a range of options for 
congressional action related to intellectual 
property protection for plants.4  A growing 
number of scientific publications and books 
have specifically addressed issues relating to 
plants including what could be claimed under 
utility patents, such as plants derived by cell 
culture, plants generated by selective breeding, 
and transgenic plants.5 

INTRODUCTION
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Academic interest in the subject was boosted in 
the USA by three important decisions. In Diamond 
v. Chakrabarty (1980),6  the US Supreme Court ruled 
that living matter was patentable. Significantly, 
it did not limit its decision to genetically 
engineered bacteria and enunciated a very broad 
interpretation of ‘manufacture’ and ‘composition 
of matter’, thereby opening up the possibility of 
obtaining patents on plants. In Ex parte Hibberd 
(1985),7  the Appeal Board of the US Patent and 
Trademark Office (USPTO) held that plants could 
be the proper subject of a patent even though 
they could be protected under the Plant Patent 
Act or the Plant Variety Protection Act. In J. E. M. 
Ag Supply, Inc. v. Pioneer Hi-Bred International, Inc. 
(2001),8  the US Supreme Court confirmed for the 
first time that utility patents could be issued for 
crops and other flowering (sexually reproducing) 
plants.9  Several studies found that plant-related 
patents had a wide-ranging scope as they could 
cover all aspects of transgenic technology, 
from selectable markers and novel promoters to 
methods of gene introduction.10 

The situation of plant-related patents has 
been thoroughly examined in the context of the 
European Patent Convention and jurisprudence 
developed by the European Patent Office. 
Particular attention has been paid to the legal 
treatment of methods that are akin to traditional 
breeding, hybrid seeds and products obtained 
by essentially biological processes, and the 
viability and effects of introducing a breeders' 
exemption in the patent system.11 Several studies 
have critically discussed the protection of 
plants through patents vis-à-vis PVP, with one 
noting that the failure to reach agreement on 
the issue of the provision of patent protection 
for genetic material within Europe should have 
served as evidence that it was time to ban patent 
protection for all plant material and to rely on PVP 
as the sole means of protection.12 

The possible effects of patents on the further use 
of plants and plant materials are controversial. 
A number of studies have examined the impact 
of intellectual property rights (IPR) protection 
of plants, particularly on seed supply.13 Some 
analyses advanced the view that patents on 
plants and licensing will not inhibit but promote 
research and development, both in developed 
and developing countries.14 However, a study 
into this issue found that stronger plant-related 
IPR protection had apparently not increased the 
diversity of plant material available to farmers 
or enhanced the rate of innovation in plant 

breeding.15 Much of the literature has addressed 
the implications for Southern countries of 
the biotechnology industry’s expansive 
interpretation of patent law as applied to genetic 
resources and genetically engineered living 
organisms.16 Various studies have found diverging 
views in developed and developing countries on 
the patent protection of plants and how it affects 
the behaviour of and interaction between the 
public and private sectors.17 A recent analysis 
found that IPRs provide scant encouragement 
for biodiversity and a questionable distribution 
of support for research programmes in the 
development of crops, including through 
genetic modification, conventional commercial 
and traditional breeding, and seed exchange 
practices.18

Some studies have examined the granting of 
plant patents at the national level, often in the 
context of broader analyses of the patentability 
of biotechnological inventions.19 However, very 
few studies specifically address the patent 
protection of plants and plant materials in 
developing countries and emerging economies. 

This study addresses this lack of attention. It is 
intended to provide an up-to-date overview of 
the legislation on and status of plant patents in 
the Global South. It considers the legal provisions 
in force in the developing world in general, and 
specifically covers the legal status and policies 
in a group of selected countries.20 The selection 
of emerging economies and developing countries 
– spread over Africa, Asia and Latin America, 
along with some regional organizations – allows 
for country-specific analyses of case law and a 
sample of patents granted.21

Firstly, the paper discusses international and 
national legal provisions dealing with patents 
relating to plants and plant materials, including 
provisions in free trade agreements (FTAs) 
entered into with the USA that oblige partners 
to provide for patent protection for plants.22 
Secondly, it explores in some detail how the 
relevant legal provisions have been interpreted 
by patent offices and the courts, including in 
relation to discoveries, genetic materials, plants 
and their parts and components, plant varieties, 
and methods to obtain plants and plant varieties. 
Thirdly, it considers, on the basis of the available 
information and expert opinions,23 how the 
patentability requirements have been applied in 
relation to plants and plant materials. 
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At the outset of the international regime on 
intellectual property rights, the Paris Convention 
for the Protection of Industrial Property (1883) 
clarified that such rights may be applied ‘not 
only to industry and commerce proper, but 
likewise to agricultural and extractive industries 
and to all manufactured or natural products, for 
example, wines, grain, tobacco leaf, fruit, cattle, 
minerals, mineral waters, beer, flowers, and 
flour’ (article 1(3)).24  This Convention, however, 
did not oblige the granting of patents in all 
fields of technology; there was no obligation, in 
particular, to grant protection to plants or plant 
varieties.

The TRIPS Agreement (adopted in 1994 as one 
of the multilateral agreements of the WTO) 
introduced such an obligation, but it explicitly 
allowed WTO members to exclude ‘plants’ 
from patent protection (article 27.3(b)). It also 
required members to provide protection for 
‘plant varieties’, but left open the option to do 
so under patents or in the form of a sui generis 
regime (such as PVP, whether consistent or not 
with the UPOV Convention) or a combination 
(article 27.3(b)).

The wording of the facultative exclusion for 
‘plants’ under the TRIPS Agreement gives WTO 

members the possibility of denying patent 
protection to any plant, whether wild or obtained 
through conventional breeding methods 
of crossing and selection, hybridization, 
mutagenesis, genetic modification or any other 
method. As discussed below, many national 
laws enacted by developing countries that are 
WTO members have provided for a plant-related 
exclusion from patentability. In some cases such 
an exclusion has been broadly crafted, but many 
developing countries have limited the exclusion 
– like under European law – to ‘plant varieties’. 
This means that, for instance, a genetically 
modified plant may be deemed patentable as 
such. 

While the TRIPS Agreement allows WTO members 
to exclude plants from patentability, a number of 
FTAs entered into by developing countries with 
the USA have included, among other TRIPS-plus 
provisions,25 an obligation to provide for the 
grant of patents on plants or to make efforts to 
ensure that such patents are granted. These 
FTAs have followed three different approaches:  

a)  Some contain a straightforward obligation to 
provide for the grant of patents on plants, if 
requests to that end are submitted. 

b)  Some include ‘best effort’ or ‘reasonable 

 
THE INTERNATIONAL 
FRAMEWORK 
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endeavour’ obligations, which may be 
interpreted as obliging the parties to make 
all necessary efforts to implement patent 
protection for plants.

c)  Some do not specifically refer to the 
patentability of plants, but nor do they 
mention plants as subject matter for which an 
exclusion from patent protection is allowed.

The first approach can be found, for instance, in 
article 14.8(2) of the US FTA with Bahrain, which 
stipulates that ‘[E]ach Party shall make patents 
available for plant inventions’. The US FTA  
with Morocco also makes plant patents 
mandatory.26 In these cases, the obligation is 
likely to be interpreted as extending to plants’ parts 
and components, such as seeds and plant cells.

The second approach is found, for instance, 
in article 17.9.2 of the US FTA with Chile, which 
provides that: 

Each Party will undertake reasonable efforts, 
through a transparent and participatory process, 
to develop and propose legislation within 4 years 
from the entry into force of this Agreement that 
makes available patent protection for plants 
that are new, involve an inventive step, and are 
capable of industrial application.

While this provision imposes an obligation 
to make ‘reasonable efforts’ to ‘develop and 
propose legislation’, and provides for a deadline 
to that end, the only actual obligation on the 
government is to put a legislative process in 
motion.27 Arguably, this obligation would not 
be violated if a government finds opposition 
to the introduction of patent protection for 
plants, or other conditions are not met (e.g. 
lack of capacity to examine their patentability). 
Although reciprocal in appearance, the provision 
is irrelevant for the USA where patent protection 
for plants was already available at the time the 
FTA was signed. Chile does not yet seem to have 
introduced patent protection for plants.28  

A similar obligation – although less detailed 
than in the US FTA with Chile – can be found in 
the US-CAFTA-DR,29  but in this case the fact that 
plant patents were already granted in the USA is 
reflected in the text.30 

The third approach is found, for instance, in the 
US FTAs with Jordan, Singapore and Australia, 
which allow only the exceptions provided for in 

Article 27.2 and 27.3(a) of the TRIPS Agreement,31  
without any reference to plants (or animals). 
The US FTA with Oman allows for the exclusion 
of patents in respect of animals, but does not 
mention plants.32

A question arises as to whether the obligation 
to issue patents for ‘plants’ implies the need 
to extend such protection to ‘plant varieties’. 
Countries bound by FTAs’ obligations in this 
respect may consider that these are two 
different categories of subject matter. Article 
27.3(b) of the TRIPS Agreement, for instance, 
as noted above, distinctly refers to them as 
different subject matter.

FTAs signed with the European Union or EFTA do 
not include an obligation to grant or endeavour 
to grant patents on plants, but to ensure PVP 
under the standards of UPOV (generally the 
1991 Act). The Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) 
Agreement33  introduced a new type of obligation 
in relation to patents on plants, the implications 
of which still need to be clarified. Article 18.37.4 
stipulates that:

A Party may also exclude from patentability 
plants other than microorganisms. However, 
consistent with paragraph 1 and subject to 
paragraph 3, each Party confirms that patents 
are available at least for inventions that are 
derived from plants.

The concept of ‘inventions that are derived 
from plants’ was new in FTAs and national 
patent laws. It is unclear what this phrase was 
intended to mean. In any case, the second 
sentence of article 18.37.4 was suspended in the 
ongoing negotiations that took place after the 
withdrawal of the USA.34

Summary: the international patent regime, 
as contained in the TRIPS Agreement, allows 
WTO members to broadly exclude plants from 
patentability. This policy space, however, is 
totally or partially limited in many FTAs that 
contain TRIPS-plus obligations, particularly 
those with the USA.
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Establishing the precise status of the 
patentability of plants, plant materials and 
related processes in developing countries 
and emerging economies in the Global 
South requires, as a first step, determining 
the applicable national legal provisions, 
including, where appropriate, the provisions of 
international treaties. 

The legal provisions contained in patent laws 
that may affect the patentability of plants 
and plant materials may refer to the following 
matters and relate to associated definitions:

• discoveries, natural materials and traits;
• plants;
• plant varieties; 
•  essentially biological processes and other 

methods to produce or modify plant varieties 
or plants;

•  genes and other plant parts, including 
promoter DNA sequences, transit peptides, 
cells, etc.

An inventory of the provisions specifically 
dealing with the patentability of plants 
contained in patent laws of countries in 
the Global South is included in Annex 2.35 As 
summarized in Table 1 and Figure 1, plants 
are excluded from patentability in 40% of the 
126 countries for which legal information was 
available.36 In other words, the majority of these 
countries have not used the TRIPS flexibility 
regarding the non-patentability of plants. Of 
these countries, 43% exclude the patentability 
of plant varieties and essentially biological 
processes to obtain them, as is the case under 
European law, and would hence allow the 
granting of patents on plants and their parts 
and components, including plant cells. To the 
extent that patented elements are incorporated 
into plant varieties, the production and 
commercialization of the latter (and eventually 
of the products derived therefrom) may be 
controlled by the patent owners, despite the 
fact that the plant varieties as such might not 
be patentable. In the other 17% of the studied 
countries, plant varieties might also eventually 
be patentable, generally due to the lack of an 
explicit exclusion thereof.

 
LEGAL PROVISIONS  
IN NATIONAL LAWS 
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Plants are not patentable Exclusion of plants 51

Plants are patentable No reference to plant or plant varieties 17

  Plant varieties are patentable 4

  Plant varieties and essentially biological  
  processes are excluded  54

  No information 28

TOTAL COUNTRIES   154

TABLE 1. Patentability of plants in countries in the Global South

FIGURE 1. Patentability of plants in countries in the Global South

51 

17
4

54

28

Exclusion of plants 

No reference to plants or plant varieties

Plant varieties are also patentable 

Plant varieties and esentially  
biologicalprocesses are exluded

No information

Table 2 summarizes the relevant provisions of patent laws in force in the selected countries that 
may affect the patentability of plants and plant materials. 

of the 126  countries in the 
Global South for which data was 
available allow for the patenting 

of plants or parts thereof.

60% 
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TABLE 2. Patenting of plants and plant materials in selected countries

COUNTRY LEGISLATION RELEVANT PROVISIONS

Argentina 24.481, Article 7 The following shall not be patentable:
     b) The totality of the biological and genetic material existing 

in nature or its replication, in the biological processes 
implicit in animal, plant and human reproduction, including 
the genetic processes related to the material capable 
of conducting its own duplication under normal and free 
conditions, as it happens in nature;

     c) Plants and animals and essentially biological processes 
for their production shall not be patentable.

Brazil 9.279, Articles 10/18  Article 10. The following are not considered to be inventions 
or utility models: I. discoveries, scientific theories, and 
mathematical methods;.. IX. all or part of natural living beings 
and biological materials found in nature, even if isolated 
therefrom, including the genome or germplasm of any natural 
living being, and the natural biological processes. Article 
18. The following are not patentable: II. all or part of living 
beings, except transgenic microorganisms that satisfy the 
three requirements of patentability—novelty, inventive step 
and industrial application—provided for in Article 8 and which 
are not mere discoveries. Sole Paragraph. For the purposes of 
this Law, transgenic microorganisms are organisms, except 
for all or part of plants or animals, that express, by means 
of direct human intervention in their genetic composition, a 
characteristic normally not attainable by the species under 
natural conditions.

China Patent Law Article 25  Patent rights shall not be granted for any of the following: (1) 
scientific discoveries;…(4) animal or plant varieties;

India Patents Act 1970, Section 3  3. What are not inventions.—The following are not inventions 
within the meaning of this Act,— (c) the mere discovery 
of a scientific principle or the formulation of an abstract 
theory or discovery of any living thing or non-living 
substance occurring in nature; …(h) a method of agriculture 
or horticulture; (j) plants and animals in whole or any part 
thereof other than micro organisms but including seeds, 
varieties and species and essentially biological processes 
for production or propagation of plants and animals;

South Africa Patents Act, Section 25   A patent shall not be granted— …(b) for any variety of 
animal or plant or any essentially biological process for the 
production of animals or plants, not being a micro-biological 
process or the product of such a process.

Decree 260/96, 
Article 6
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COUNTRY LEGISLATION RELEVANT PROVISIONS

Peru Decision 486 (CAN), Article 15  The following shall not be considered inventions: (a) 
discoveries, scientific theories and mathematical methods; 
(b) the entirety or part of living beings as encountered in 
nature, natural biological processes, biological material 
existing in nature or which may be isolated, including the 
genome or germplasm of any natural living being;

Uganda The Industrial Property Act, 
  2014, Article 33  (2) The following shall not be regarded as inventions within 

the meaning of subsection (1)— 
 (a) discoveries and scientific and mathematical theories; 
(b) plant or animal varieties or essentially biological 
processes for the production of plants or animals, other than 
biological processes and the products of those processes;

Vietnam Law No. 50/2005/QH1,
  Article 59  Subject matters not protected as inventions. The following 

subject matters shall not be protected as inventions:
     1. Scientific discoveries or theories, mathematical   

methods;…5. Plant varieties, animal breeds; 6. Processes of 
plant or animal production which are principally of biological 
nature other than microbiological ones;

OAPI Bangui Agreement, Article 6  Non-Patentable Subject Matter: 
(c) inventions having as their subject matter plant varieties, 
animal species and essentially biological processes for the 
breeding of plants or animals other than microbiological 
processes and the products of such processes.

  
 ARIPO Harare Protocol, section 3(10)  (j) Patents shall not be granted in respect of:
     (ii) plant or animal varieties or essentially biological 

processes for the production of plants or animals; this 
provision shall not apply to microbiological processes or the 
products thereof.

  Rule 7bis  vi) a single plant and its reproductive material (such as seed, 
etc.) which maintains its life by synthesizing carbohydrates 
and protein from the inorganic substances such as 
water, carbon dioxide and mineral salts and so on through 
photosynthesis belong to the category of plant variety,  
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As shown in Table 2, patent laws contain 
different types of exclusions from patentability 
relevant to plants and plant materials. Some 
specifically refer to plants, while others contain 
more general provisions that may prevent plants 
or plant materials from being patented (e.g. the 
exclusion under the Brazilian law of ‘all or part 
of living beings’). However, a key issue is how 
the scope of these exclusions is interpreted. 
Whether the exclusions are, in administrative or 
judicial practice, broadly or narrowly interpreted 
will determine the extent to which access to and 
use of propagating material may be subjected 
to patent rights. For instance, a narrow 
interpretation of an exclusion of ‘plants’ may 
lead to the possibility of indirectly controlling 
access to and use (notably for saving and 
re-using seeds) of plant propagating material 
through the patenting of plants’ parts and 
components, such as gene constructs designed 
to genetically modify a plant. 

In some cases, the relevant legal provisions are 
clarified by guidelines issued by patent offices 
for the examination of patent applications. 

Argentina, Brazil and India have adopted 
specific guidelines for the examination of 
biotechnological inventions that shed light on 
the patentability of plants and plant-related 
materials and processes. However, since the 
ultimate interpretation of legal provisions is 
made by courts, analysis of jurisprudence37  
regarding the patentability of plant materials 
is crucial to understand the patenting policies 
that are actually applied in a country.38  Review 
of a sample of patents granted in those 
countries39  is needed for further understanding 
of how the legal framework is applied.

The patent laws in the countries shown in Table 
2 limit the scope of allowable protection through 
a negative approach, detailing the matters 
that can not be considered an invention or 
patentable. Such lists may include discoveries, 
naturally occurring genetic materials, plants 
and/or plant varieties and essentially biological 
processes for the production of plants.  
These different categories of exclusions  
are examined in more detail below.

summary

Diverse provisions in national laws may affect the patentability
of plants. Most developing countries and emerging economies 
have not fully utilized the TRIPS flexibilities and exclude only 
plant varieties and essentially biological processes to obtain 
them. The scope of these exclusions ultimately depend on 
interpretations by patent offices and courts.
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a) Invention v. discovery 

Patent laws generally do not define ‘invention’. 
One notable exception is Argentina, which 
defines it as ‘any human creation that allows the 
transformation of matter or energy that exists 
in nature, for its use by man and to meet their 
specific needs’ (Article 4(a)). The meaning is thus 
linked to the result of intellectual activity, in the 
form of new knowledge of a technical nature. 
This suggests a distinction between creations 
and mere discoveries and, more generally, 
between inventions and other objects that are 
not the result of an inventive process. A rigorous 
application of the concept of ‘discovery’ is likely 
to lead to the rejection of patent applications on 
or replicating natural traits and plants as found 
in nature.

In most selected countries there is no such 
explicit definition, and the meaning of ‘invention’ 
must be deduced from the provisions of the law. 
In some cases (e.g. Brazil), the law specifies 
what is not deemed to be an invention as well 
as the subject matter that, even for inventions, 
are not patentable. Other countries make a more 
general reference to what is not patentable. 
This reflects the flexibility allowed by the TRIPS 
Agreement, which mandates in Article 27.1 that 
patents be granted for ‘inventions’ without 
defining them, thereby leaving national laws 
significant leeway to determine what may or may 
not be deemed patentable, including in the area 
of plants.

Most laws indicated in Table 2 consider that 
discoveries are excluded from patent protection. 
This means, for example, that a wild plant 
as found in nature may not be considered an 
invention. Depending on the criteria applied by 
the patent offices and courts (see below), a 
natural gene found in a plant, even if isolated, 
may also be deemed non patentable, in spite 
of the identification of its utility for a specific 
product or process. Similarly, the discovery of 
a new property of a plant (such as for medicinal 
purposes) may be deemed non patentable. The 
exclusion of patents on discoveries may be 
grounded on the lack of novelty (since they pre-
exist) and/or inventive activity (in a discovery 
the intellectual activity is not to create but to 
find).40 

However, the boundaries between invention 
and discovery have become blurred in the 
case of biotechnology, as it uses biological 
systems and living organisms or their derivatives 
(e.g. biochemical compounds) as found in 
nature for the creation or modification of 
products or processes for specific uses. Thus, 
notwithstanding that the European Patent 
Convention excludes the patentability of 
‘discoveries’,41 a patent may be granted under 
European law when a substance found in nature 
can be characterized by its structure, by its 
process of obtention or by other criteria, if it 
is new in the sense that it was not previously 
available to the public.42

PATENTABILITY OF PLANTS AND  
PLANT MATERIALS: ADMINISTRATIVE 
AND COURT INTERPRETATION

summary

Legal provisions prescribing the non-patentability of discoveries may prevent the 
protection of unmodified plant materials. 
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b) Genetic materials

Genes themselves are pre-existing in nature 
and therefore may be considered as discovered 
rather than invented. The same applies – if 
unmodified – to genetic sequences used in 
biotechnology, such as those involved in the 
expression of genes and their regulation, 
including promoters (DNA sequences that 
are operatively linked to a gene or a coding 
sequence and allow the expression of these, 
which in turn may lead to the synthesis of 
a protein); enhancers (DNA sequences that 
increase the level of expression of a gene 
in general or under specific conditions); 
transcription terminator sequences (a 
sequence-based element that defines the end 
of a transcriptional unit, such as a gene); and 
localization signals (amino acid sequences that 
target proteins for import into the nucleus). 

Nonetheless, these sequences have often 
been the subject of patent applications.43  Many 
countries have allowed the patenting of genes 
and nucleotide sequences, on the argument 
that by isolating them there would be no 
appropriation of a natural product. 

For instance, in the practice and jurisprudence 
of the European Patent Office, patents on 
isolated genes are admissible and may be 
granted with a broad scope, including functions 
that the applicant was unaware of when filing 
for or obtaining a patent. The USPTO has also 
granted thousands of patents based on the 
artificial differentiation between ‘natural’ and 
‘isolated’ genes, though in Association for 
Molecular Pathology v. Myriad Genetics (2013)44  
the US Supreme Court ruled that naturally 
occurring DNA, even if claimed as isolated, is not 
a valid patentable subject matter.45 

The patentability of genetic material is 
specifically addressed by Brazil’s patent law, 
which is very precise in stipulating that ‘all 
or part of natural living beings and biological 
materials found in nature, even if isolated 
therefrom, including the genome or germplasm 
of any natural living being’ are not patentable. 
This means, inter alia, that a natural trait would 
not be patentable in Brazil, even if a gene is 
claimed as ‘isolated’. 

 
 
Although similar provisions do not exist in other 
selected countries, expert opinion obtained for 
this study holds that the same solution would 
apply in Argentina, Peru, Uganda and Vietnam. 
In Vietnam, for instance, a natural plant genetic 
trait can be considered as a discovery and 
cannot be patented in accordance with Article 
59 of the industrial property law. In Peru, an 
isolated gene, even if not characterized before, 
is not considered to be an invention (Decision 
486, article 15(b)). 

However, in China, a gene or a DNA fragment 
per se and the process to obtain it might be 
patented if the gene or DNA fragment is unknown 
as prior art and can be accurately characterised 
and exploited industrially.46 In India, although 
the patentability of isolated genes would be 
excluded if the law were strictly interpreted, 
according to available studies47 and expert 
opinion, patents on isolated genes have been 
granted.48 This situation may change if the 
Supreme Court confirms the decision of the High 
Court of India in Monsanto Technology LLC And Ors 
Vs. Nuziveedu Seeds Ltd. And Ors (April 2018).49  

In South Africa, patent 2010/01012 filed by 
Shanghai Institutes for Biological Sciences, 
Chinese Academy of Sciences (2010), covers a 
crop height regulatory gene from Arabidopsis 
thaliana, ‘expression and regulatory sequences 
thereof and uses thereof’, which can be used 
to regulate the ‘plant height, volume, tiller, 
yield, flower organ size, or seed size of crops’. 
It is important to note that in South Africa 
patents are granted without prior substantive 
examination, under a depository system. Hence, 
there is no ex ante analysis of patentability and 
the validity of deposited patents is determined 
by courts after a legal challenge has been made.

The non-patentability of genetic material 
is generally limited to natural, unmodified 
material.50 DNA constructs, gene promoters, 
transit peptides51 and other components 
designed to genetically modify a plant may be 
patentable in most countries as long as the 
modified sequences meet the requirements 
of novelty, inventive step and industrial 
application. Significantly, the protection granted 
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on some of these elements may extend to any 
cell or plant incorporating them. 

In India, for instance, patent 257711 (2013) 
covers ‘a nucleic acid sequence having promoter 
activity when introduced into plant cells’ (claim 
1), which is described as ‘strong, constitutive 
plant promoters… which remain strong and 
constitutive under biotic and/or abiotic stress 
conditions’. This patent also claims ‘transgenic 
cells and organisms, especially plant cell and 
plants comprising the claimed promoters and 
methods for expressing nucleic acid sequences 
in cells and organisms using them’. In Uganda, 
several patents have been identified that also 
protect a genetic ‘event’ and the modified cells, 
seeds and plants. For instance, patent AP 2872 
(2014) covers ‘a transgenic soybean event MON 
87708 and plants, plant cells, seeds and plant 
parts containing the event’. 

The examined sample of patents includes many 
examples of patents granted on gene constructs 
developed to modify plants. For instance, CN 
1564866 B, granted in China to Syngenta in 2010, 
covers ‘Self-processing Plants And Plant Parts’. 
Similarly, a patent granted in Vietnam to Bayer 
CropScience N.V. covers ‘novel DNA sequences 
encoding insecticidal Cry1 C proteins derived 
from Bacillus thuringiensis, and their use in 
plants to control insect pests’. 

In Brazil, however, the guidelines on the 
examination of biotechnological patents52  
provide that transgenic tissues or organisms are 
not patentable, but the methods for producing 
a transgenic plant are patentable if they meet 
the patentability requirements (para. 7.2). 

This means that despite the exclusions from 
patentability contained in Brazilian law (see 
Table 2 above), agrobiotechnology companies 
may effectively control the market of transgenic 
varieties on the basis of process patents.53  
In Bayer CropScience S/A v Instituto Nacional 
da Propriedade Industrial (2010),54 the Brazilian 
Supreme Court considered the patentability of 
a plant DNA sequence (transit zone), a chimeric 
gene and a vector for the transformation of 
plants. It discussed whether the claimed 
matters could be deemed a ‘chemical substance’ 
and admitted, as a matter of principle, the 
patentability of products obtained through 
biotechnological processes.

As mentioned above, a particularly problematic 
situation may arise when patent claims cover 
not only plant materials but the products derived 
from processing plants or their parts. Several 
examples were found in the sampled patents 
where the claimed protection extends to food 
or feed. For example, Monsanto’s patent CN 
101321873 B (granted in China in 2013) covers 
‘corn meal prepared from’ protected corn seed 
(claim 40) and ‘a processed product of the seed… 
wherein said product is a feed, flour, meal or 
partially purified protein composition’ (claim 
42). Brazilian patent PI 0610654-4 (2017) covers 
Monsanto’s event M0N89788 for genetically 
modified soybean and any product derived 
therefrom, including food, meal and oil. In 
Argentina, AR049130 A1 filed by Agrinomics 
LLC (2005) claims genetically modified plants 
with increased oil content, including seeds, 
meal and food. Similarly, the already mentioned 
Uganda patent AP 2872 (2014) covers ‘commodity 
products derived from event MON 87708’.

summary

Summary: merely isolated genes are not patentable in many of the selected 
countries. However, genetic constructs used to genetically modify plants are 
generally deemed patentable. The coverage of patents on such materials, if 
extended to modified cells and plants, may limit the effect of any legal exclusion 
of plants or plant varieties from patentability.
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c)  Plants, cells seeds and other
 components
As indicated by Table 2, some of the selected 
countries (Argentina, India and Uganda, plus 
OAPI) specifically exclude ‘plants’ from patent 
protection. This is in line with article 27 (3)(b) of 
the TRIPS Agreement.

A general reference to ‘plants’ can be interpreted 
as excluding the patentability of plant varieties 
and species, and may also be deemed to exclude 
plants’ parts and components such as cells 
that can lead to a complete plant with stems, 
leaves and flowers.55 Somatic plant cells have 
cellular totipotentiality, the ability to develop 
a complete plant when placed in a suitable 
medium: by in vitro plant culture techniques, 
plants can be multiplied and regenerated from 
one or a few isolated cells. Claims on such cells 
are not uncommon. Often patent applications 
also claim seeds56 alone or with other subject 
matter. If allowed, such claims would lead to 
a de facto protection of the resulting plants, 
and also make a prohibition to grant patents on 
plants irrelevant.

For instance, in the patent application 
AR011036 A1, the main invention relates to 
a purified nucleic acid sequence encoding 
a fungicidal polypeptide of the alfalfa plant 
(AlsAFP1 or AlfAFP2) which, when expressed 
in a plant, confers resistance to fungal 
pathogens. A recombinant plant cell, including a 
polynucleotide (i.e. DNA sequence) encoding an 
alfalfa antifungal polypeptide, is also claimed as 
part of the invention. This cell can be selected 
from apple, alfalfa, barley, broccoli, cabbage, 
canola, carrot, citrus, corn, cotton, garlic, 
oats, onion, pea, peanut, pepper, potato, rice, 
rye, sorghum, soybeans, strawberry, sugar 
beet, sugar cane, tomato, turf and wheat. 
The claimed plant cell can lead to a complete 
individual and, if a patent were to be granted, 
would indirectly permit control over the use and 
commercialization of any plant of these crops 
incorporating the modified cell.

In Monsanto Technology LLC c/ Instituto 
Nacional de la Propiedad Industrial s/ 

denegatoria de patente (2015),57  an Argentine 
appeal court (Cámara Federal Civil y Comercial) 
confirmed the patent office’s rejection of a 
patent application on the argument, inter 
alia, that the genetically modified cells were 
apt to generate a full plant and, hence, would 
violate the ban on granting patents on plants. 
In 2015 the Argentine patent office (Instituto 
Nacional de Propiedad Industrial, INPI) issued 
revised guidelines for the examination 
of biotechnological patents (Resolution 
P283, 2015) that specifically addressed the 
patentability of plant parts and components, 
particularly including organelles (cellular 
structures that perform specific functions 
within a cell). In accordance with these 
guidelines, biological parts and components, 
whether modified or not, from which a complete 
plant may be regenerated are not patentable. 
This excludes the patenting of elements (plant 
parts and components) that may indirectly allow 
for the control of a full plant or plant variety.58 

In Peru, the patenting authority INDECOPI 
refused59  claims in a patent filed by Monsanto 
Technology LLC on the argument, inter alia, 
that it related to a hybrid seed.60  A similar 
decision was taken in relation to another patent 
application by the same company on soya plants 
and seeds modified by the transgenic event 
MON87701 and methods to detect it.61 INDECOPI 
also rejected a claim in a patent application 
filed by BASF SE from Germany covering plant 
propagating material (including seeds, roots, 
rhizomes) on the argument that it violated article 
20 (c) of Decision 486 that bans the patentability 
of plants.62 Similarly, a patent application by 
SG Biofuels Ltd. relating to hybrid seeds was 
rejected because it involved material that is the 
‘germ of a plant’.63

  
In India, as noted above, the High Court 
decision in Monsanto Technology LLC And Ors vs. 
Nuziveedu Seeds Ltd. And Ors has clarified that 
under section 3(j) of the Patents Act a claim 
over a nucleic sequence which is introgressed 
and hybridized into a transgenic plant is not 
admissible, thereby dismissing the defendant’s 
argument that ‘a nucleic acid sequence or part 
of a genome, is not a ‘part’ of a plant’.64 

summary

Case law in some countries shows that provisions excluding the patentability of 
‘plants’ can be interpreted as also excluding the patentability of plants’ parts and 
components, such as seeds and cells. 
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d)  Plant varieties

Patent laws in some of the selected countries 
(China, South Africa and Vietnam) and many 
other countries in the Global South (see 
Annex 265) have followed the approach of the 
European Patent Convention and provide that 
plant varieties (rather than plants) are not 
patentable.66 This exclusion is clearly narrower 
than that applicable to ‘plants’ as it would 
allow for the patentability of transgenic plants, 
including their parts and components such as 
genetic constructs, cells and seeds. 

In Argentina and Brazil, the cumulative protection 
of plant varieties by patents and PVP is banned. 
These countries are parties to the UPOV 

Convention, as amended in 1978,67 which 
prohibits such cumulative protection. Brazil’s 
PVP law clarifies that ‘the protection of the 
intellectual property rights in plant varieties 
is effected through the granting of a Plant 
Variety Protection Certificate, which shall be 
considered a commodity for all legal purposes 
and the sole form of protection in the Country for 
plant varieties’ (Article 2). Argentina’s exclusion 
of cumulative protection was confirmed by 
the appeals court in Consejo Superior de 
Investigaciones Cientificas v. INPI (2016):68  ‘Article 
2.1 [of UPOV 78] provides that the breeder’s right 
may be recognized by granting a particular title or 
a patent, and a single form of protection should 
be chosen when the legislation admits both ways 
and therefore a double protection is forbidden…’.

summary

A large number of countries in the Global South exclude the patentability of plant 
varieties, rather than plants, in line with the European approach. This leaves open 
the possibility of patenting plants and their parts and components.

Many countries in the Global 
South have followed the  

approach of the European  
Patent Convention and provide 

that plant varieties (rather than 
plants) are not patentable. 
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e)  Methods to obtain a plant or 
 plant variety 

Most patent laws in the selected countries 
exclude from protection essentially biological 
processes for the production of plants.69 
This exclusion – also found in the European 
Patent Convention (EPC) and in the TRIPS 
Agreement – has generally been interpreted 
as excluding conventional breeding methods.70 

These methods may include the utilization of 
methodologies to study and breed with the 
plant’s genome, such as marker-assisted 
selection.  

While the patent laws of Argentina, India, 
Uganda and Vietnam use the concept of 
‘essentially’ (or ‘principally’) biological, in Brazil 
and Peru (Decision 486) the exclusion refers 
to ‘natural’ biological processes. 71 These 
exclusions do not extend to other methods, such 
as methods that use genetic material to modify 
a plant if it is not a essentially biological process 
for production or propagation of plants. 

In Brazil, the guidelines on the examination 
of biotechnological patents consider that 
conventional breeding processes are not 
patentable; biological processes are deemed 
not ‘natural’, and hence patentable, when the 
human intervention is permanent and has a 
direct influence on the genetic composition of 
a plant (paragraph 7.3). In India, the guidelines 
on biotechnological inventions clarify that 
producing pure hybrid seeds, plants and 
crops by producing a male parent which is 
fertile, breeding the male parent with a female 
parent which is substantially male sterile, and 
harvesting seeds from the female parent which 
contain pure hybrid seeds, is an essentially 
biological process not patentable under Section 
3 (j) of the Patents Act.72 

Hybridization methods are routinely carried 
out in breeding new varieties; they would not 
normally meet the inventive step requirement. 
However, the sample examined for this study 
shows examples of patents covering methods 
to produce hybrids, such as Chinese patent CN 
101213943 B (2011) relating to maize hybrids.73  
In India, also, patents on methods for the 
introgression of alleles have been identified.74  

In the decisions taken by the patent office 
INDECOPI in Peru, in relation to patents filed by 
Monsanto covering a method to produce hybrid 
seeds of maize75 and SG Biofuels to produce 
hybrid seeds of Jatropha curcas,76 the claims 
were refused on the argument that the methods 
were essentially biological and hence not 
patentable under Article 20(c) of Decision 486.

In Argentina, the patentability of a method based 
on chemical mutagenesis to obtain sunflower 
seeds with a higher content of stearic acid was 
rejected in Consejo Superior de Investigaciones 
Cientificas v. INPI. The appeal court77 argued 
that there was no single legal definition of the 
concept of ‘essentially biological’ and that 
the possibility of obtaining patent protection 
depended on the interpretations of the 
patent offices according to different national 
legislations regarding the degree of intervention 
of human activity required for a plant breeding 
process to be patentable.78

In Brazil, in a legal action by a group of farmers79  

the court admitted the possibility of ‘dual 
protection’ over plant varieties as a result of the 
cumulative effect of PVP and patent protection 
over transgenic processes to modify a plant.80  

Methods to produce plants are often presented 
as ‘use claims’,81  but these may also be subject 
to objections regarding patentability. In Peru, 
for instance, INDECOPI refused Monsanto’s 
aforementioned application to patent a 
method to produce hybrid seeds of maize on 
the argument, inter alia, that uses, as distinct 
from products or processes, are not patentable 
under the Andean Community law.82  A decision 
on the same argument was taken in relation 
to claims in another application by the same 
company83 regarding polynucleotide molecules 
for regulating endogenous genes in plants.

As mentioned above, if patents on processes 
to produce a plant are accepted, the product 
obtained with such processes may be protected 
as well, on the basis of an extension – mandated 
by article 28.1(b) of the TRIPS Agreement – of 
the protection accorded to the process to the 
product directly obtained with it.84 The experts’ 
opinion and analysis of legislation show that 
in many of the selected countries there is 
uncertainty regarding whether such extension 
should be allowed in the case of methods for the 
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obtention of plants or plant varieties. In India, for 
instance, it has been noted that the statute is 
not very clear whether the replication of a plant 
coming out of a patented process would result 
in an infringement of the patent. In Vietnam the 

protection conferred on a process would extend 
to a product directly obtained with that process 
(Article 124.1.c of the IP law). In Uganda and 
Peru, it is considered that the extension may not 
occur if the product is a plant or plant variety.

summary

D espite the lack of a commonly accepted definition of essentially biological 
processes to obtain a plant, this concept has been effectively applied in some of 
the selected countries to deny method claims regarding plants.

Patents are generally granted after a 
substantive examination85 to determine whether 
the patentability standards (novelty, inventive 
step or non-obviousness, and industrial 
applicability or utility) have been met. Patent 
offices also check the sufficiency of disclosure 
and whether the claims in the patent application 
are sufficiently clear and concise. Importantly, 
WTO members have policy space to define 
not only what an invention is but also how the 
patentability standards are interpreted and 
applied. 

In the case of biotechnological products and 
processes, for instance, key issues are whether 
a substance that exists in nature may be 
considered ‘novel’, and whether prior knowledge 
on gene coding sequences or protein amino acid 
sequences is destructive of the novelty of each 
other. For instance, under US law the ‘structural 
dissimilarity between gene sequences and the 
protein sequences they code for can deem one 
or the other of them novel and inventive even 
though we now know that a PSA [person skilled 
in the art] can decode one from the other’.86

Similarly, the standard of inventive activity 
or non-obviousness can be applied more 
or less rigorously depending on the policy 
adopted by patent offices and courts. A 
large number of techniques in biotechnology, 
molecular biology or biochemistry are widely 
known and used in practice, and are the 
basis of many technological innovations. 

Many biotechnological developments that 
use elements of the art should therefore not 
be patentable if examined under a rigorous 
standard of inventive activity or non-
obviousness. 
 
For example, the technology of recombinant 
DNA has allowed the construction of new DNA 
molecules by rearranging or combining different 
genetic elements – defined DNA sequences that 
have a biological function, such as promoter 
or polyadenylation site. The function of each 
element is determined solely by its sequence, 
and not by the elements with which it is 
combined in a DNA construct. Therefore, once 
a genetic element is within the state of the art, 
its function within a recombinant DNA construct 
will be evident. The combination of different 
known genetic elements can result in a new 
DNA molecule, designed to fulfil a particular 
function when found in the appropriate cellular 
environment. However, if the purpose or function 
of the DNA construction results from the simple 
addition of the individual functions of each 
genetic element previously described, the 
developed construct – even if novel – will not 
generate an advance over the state of the art 
and, being evident to a person normally skilled in 
the art, will lack inventive activity.

A situation of particular interest, from the 
perspective of patent laws and access and 
benefit sharing regimes, arises when a claimed 
plant-related invention has been obtained 

PATENTABILITY REQUIREMENTS
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on the basis of digitized genetic information. 
This is made possible by what is termed the 
‘dematerialization of genetic resources’.87  For 
instance, patent 284831 granted in India in 2017 
to SweTree Technologies AB covers a method 
of producing a transgenic woody plant that 
‘pertains to a novel and extensive analytical 
platform for selecting genes with a possible 
commercial phenotype from a large group 
of candidate genes identified using tools in 
bioinformatics, data from EST sequencing and 
DNA array’. 

In principle, whether a claimed plant-related 
invention has been obtained by using physical 
materials or digitized information – for instance 
through gene editing using the CRISPR-Cas9 
techniqu88  – would not affect its eligibility 
for patent protection, provided that the 
patentability requirements are met. However, 
patents based on the use of that technique 
may become harder to obtain due to objections 
regarding inventive step, as knowledge of 
the gene-editing technique has been widely 
disseminated and a key patent was revoked (due 
to defects in the application procedure) by the 
European Patent Office in January 2018.89

Patent applications on transgenic events are 
generally accompanied by claims that protect 
methods to detect the presence of the event 
in a sample.90 The most widely used methods 
for the detection of specific DNA molecules are 
based on molecular biological techniques widely 

described in the state of the art, such as the 
hybridization of complementary sequences of 
DNA (under stringent hybridization conditions) 
or polymerase chain reaction (PCR). These 
techniques are based on interaction between 
two molecules of single-stranded DNA of 
complementary sequence: for the detection of 
a specific DNA fragment, small single-stranded 
DNA molecules are used (probes in the case of 
hybridization, primers in the case of PCR) that 
bind to a specific DNA sequence in a biological 
sample. The design of these testing methods 
does not represent an advance beyond the 
knowledge of a person skilled in the art. Various 
computer applications can design specific 
probes or primers to use these techniques. 

However, in the sample of patents examined for 
this study there are many examples of claims 
covering detection methods of this type and 
patents granted on them, such as patent CN 
101528934 B obtained by Monsanto in China in 
2013;91 patent 278035 granted in India in 2016 
to the Scientific Institute of Public Health, 
covering methods, reagents, kits and reference 
materials for detecting the presence or absence 
in a sample of genetic material derived from 
and attributable to select transgenic plant 
events; and Monsanto’s patent 284409 granted 
in India covering ‘corn plant event MON87460 
and compositions and methods for detection 
thereof’.92

In principle, whether a claimed plant-
related invention has been obtained by 
using physical materials or digitized 
information – for instance through gene 
editing using the CRISPR-Cas9 technique 
– would not affect its eligibility for patent 
protection, provided that the patentability 
requirements are met. 
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Several judicial decisions in the selected 
countries have addressed issues relating to the 
application of the inventive step standard to 
claims relating to plant materials.

In Argentina, in Monsanto Technology LLC c/ 
Instituto Nacional de la Propiedad Industrial 
s/ denegatoria de patente (2015)93 the appeal 
court (Cámara Federal Civil y Comercial, sala 
III) deemed not patentable DNA molecules, 
a method to produce a transgenic plant and 
modified cell plants, on the ground of lack of 
inventive step. It found, inter alia, that the 
claimed sequences had only minimal differences 
with sequences known before the date of the 
application.

In Brazil, the Regional Federal Tribunal confirmed 
in Mycogen Corporation e Outros v. INPI-Instituto 
Nacional de Propriedade Industrial (2016)94  the 
patent office’s decision, based on the lack of 
inventive activity, to refuse a patent application 
(PI 97061352) regarding polynucleotide 
sequences optimized for the expression of 
pesticide toxins in plants. The reason given was 
that the claimed gene sequences, the improved 
expression of the claimed chimeric gene, and 
the methodology for optimization were known at 
the time of filing the application. 

In an important resolution (a final decision is still 
pending), in response to a challenge by farmers 
from the Mato Grosso the Patent Division of 
Brazil’s INPI considered that Monsanto’s patent 
PI 0016460-7, regarding its INTACTA technology,95 
was invalid, inter alia, due to the lack of 
inventive step.96  It was estimated that 53% 
of planted soya in Brazil incorporates INTACTA 
technology.97 The revocation of this patent, 
which would otherwise be valid until 2022, would 
have a significant impact on the cost of soya 
production as Monsanto would lose the right to 
charge royalties for the technology’s use.

Objections relating to lack of inventive step (in 
addition to lack of clarity of several claims and 
violation of the ban on obtaining patents on 
plants) were also made by INDECOPI in Resolución 
Nº 001241-2013/DIN-INDECOPI relating to a 
patent application by Monsanto Technology 
LLC on soya plants and seeds modified by the 
transgenic event MON87701 and methods to 
detect it.

The patent office of Colombia rejected a patent 
filed by Monsanto Technology LLC on cotton 
event MON15985 and a method to detect it on 
the argument of lack of inventive activity. The 
Tribunal Andino de Justicia was requested 
to make a prejudicial interpretation of the 
applicable provisions of Decision 486. In its 
ruling,98  the Tribunal provided the Colombian 
patent office with guidance on how to assess 
inventive activity (based on the problem-
solution approach99) and other aspects of the 
application, including the non-patentability of 
plants.

In addition to considerations of inventive 
activity, under most laws in the selected 
countries patentability requires industrial 
applicability (or a technical effect). Patent 
applications involving transgenic events or 
transgenic plants often claim DNA (binding) 
sequences that make up the site where the 
heterologous DNA has been inserted into the 
plant genome.100 Generally, the insertion of 
the DNA construct in the plant genome occurs 
randomly, generating novel DNA sequences at 
the junctures between the heterologous DNA 
and the genome of the plant. Although binding 
sequences may be considered in some cases 
as novel, they lack industrial application. The 
transgenic events are characterized by a DNA 
construct, which allows the expression of an 
RNA or protein molecule in the transformed cell, 
which in turn causes an effect in the transgenic 
plant. The binding sequences between the DNA 
construct and the plant genome are a result 
of the process of insertion of the event, are 
of secondary importance and generally do not 
possess a biological function in the effect 
generated by the event on the transgenic 
plant (e.g. herbicide resistance). Moreover, if a 
plant were transformed only with the binding 
sequences, without including the entire 
functional DNA construct, the effect generated 
by the transgene would not be observed in the 
new transgenic plant. Accordingly, these binding 
sequences between the heterologous DNA 
and the flanking genomic sequences have no 
industrial applicability.

Insufficiency of disclosure or claims not 
being clear and concise enough are often 
reasons for the rejection of individual claims 
or a full patent application in biotechnology.101 
For instance, some claims do not refer to a 
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particular genetic sequence, but to a type 
of sequence or functional element such as 
‘a DNA molecule encoding a transit peptide 
to chloroplasts’, ‘a DNA molecule terminator 
of transcription’ or ‘a DNA molecule encoding 
a glyphosate-tolerant EPSPS’.102 If a protein 
or DNA sequence is defined on the basis of a 
‘class, type or function’, it is possible that new 
elements or variants thereof will fall within the 
scope of the claims made, even if these are not 
yet known or included in the description of the 
invention. The patent may thus cover technical 
developments the patentee has not conceived 
and block further research and development. 
The biological elements claimed in this way may 
then be challenged for lack of clear and concise 
description. 

A very common problem in patent applications 
related to biotechnological inventions is the 
definition of genetic elements on the basis of a 
percentage of identity or sequence similarity.103  
Generally, the identity or similarity between two 
biological sequences allows for the inference 
of a certain level of homology between them, 
and in practice is used to find new elements 
that may have the same biological function. 
However, that the two sequences will have the 
same biological function can not be guaranteed. 
For example, the change of a single amino acid 
can cause the loss of the biological function of 
a protein (although at the same time said protein 
maintains a high degree of similarity with 
another enzyme of known biological function).

The sample examined for this study shows 
several examples of patents granted on the 
basis of the identity or similarity of biological 
sequences. For instance, patent CN 102037125 
B on ‘Use of rice polypeptides/nucleic acids 
for plant improvement’ claims ‘a method of 
producing a transgenic plant, comprising 
transforming a host plant with a recombinant 
DNA construct containing a promoter sequence 
operably linked to a polynucleotide encoding a 

polypeptide having an amino acid sequence at 
least 80% identical to the sequence of SEQ ID 
NO:103, the promoter sequence being functional 
in a cell of the host plant’.

The Brazilian and Argentine guidelines for 
the examination of biotechnological patents 
mentioned above specifically address the issue 
of claims covering sequences characterized 
as having a similarity with other sequences. 
They consider such claims as not acceptable 
due to insufficient disclosure and require a 
precise definition of all claimed sequences and 
information showing that they have the same 
disclosed function.104 In Consejo Superior de 
Investigaciones Cientificas v. INPI (2003)105 the 
appeal court considered that the invention, 
as claimed, was not reproducible and that the 
applicant had not satisfied the disclosure 
requirement despite the observation made 
by the patent office during the examination 
process. In the case mentioned above regarding 
Monsanto’s INTACTA technology, an additional 
argument for the invalidity of the patent was the 
insufficient disclosure of the invention.106

Functional claims, i.e. claims that disclose 
what an invention does rather than what an 
invention (structurally) is, are another problem 
often found in plant-related patents. Examples 
include Monsanto’s patent CN 101321873 B 
(2013) which claims, inter alia, ‘a transgenic 
corn seed comprising more than 4000 ppm 
lysine’ (claim 38), and Monsanto’s patent 279135 
granted in India in 2017 covering a method 
‘of producing a soybean plant comprising a 
linolenic acid content of less than about 6% of 
total seed fatty acids by weight and an oleic 
acid content of about 55% to about 80% of 
total seed fatty acids by weight’ (claim 1). When 
functional claims are accepted, any plants that 
perform as described will be covered, granting 
the patent owner broad control over varieties 
that are unknown to them or are later developed 
by third parties.

summary

WTO members have policy space to decide how the patentability standards are 
interpreted and applied in their country. Analysis of the patents and case law 
in the selected countries indicates that patent applications relating to plants 
have often been rejected due to non-compliance with the requirements for an 
inventive step and sufficient disclosure.
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At least 51 countries exclude the patentability of 
plants, thereby fully using one of the important 
flexibilities permitted by the TRIPS Agreement 
in Article 27.3(b). A larger number of countries in 
the Global South, however, do not specifically 
exclude the patentability of plants. They have 
followed the European approach and exclude 
plant varieties and essentially biological 
processes for their obtention, rather than plants 
as such. 

In these countries, patents on parts and 
components of plants may be used to control 
the production and commercialization of 
plant varieties under conditions that are more 
stringent than those generally applicable under 
plant variety protection regimes. In particular, 
patents that cover methods of genetic 
modification and/or the products obtained 
through them, such as modified cells and seeds, 
indirectly subject plants to the control of the 
patent owner even if they do not specifically 
claim plants. In some cases, food and feed 
obtained with the use of patented materials may 
also fall under the control of the patent owner. 
Functional claims (that is, claims based on what 
an invention does and not on what it structurally 
is) may extend the protection conferred beyond 
what was actually developed by the patent 
owner. 

Even in some developing countries which limit 
obtaining patents on plants, patents have been 
granted covering gene constructs, promoters, 
peptides, etc. used to genetically modify plants. 
In other instances, however, patent offices or 
the courts have rejected or invalidated patents 
on the argument that protecting a plant cell 
would be equivalent to obtaining protection on 
the whole plant. This would indicate that when 
patents on plants are not permissible, plants’ 
parts and components may be equally excluded 
from patentability.   

A number of countries in the Global South 
have committed to the patentability of plants 
through FTAs signed with the USA. The extent 
to which such commitments, if complied with, 
will affect the patentability of plants depends 
on the manner in which patent offices and 
courts interpreted and applied the provisions 
and exclusions on patentability at the time 
the FTA entered into force. If, for instance, 
modified plant parts and components (such 
as cells) were deemed patentable, as was the 
case in many countries, the implementation 
of the FTA’s obligations would strengthen the 
level of protection but, in practical terms, only 
marginally change the pre-existing situation 
with regard to genetically engineered plants.

 
 
CONCLUSIONS
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Essentially biological processes to obtain 
plants are excluded from patentability in most 
countries in the Global South, in line with 
the European approach and pursuant to the 
exception allowed under 27.3(b) of the TRIPS 
Agreement. While clear definitions of that 
concept do not seem to exist in the selected 
countries, in some cases a very elastic 
interpretation has allowed for the grant of 
patents on methods that are ordinarily used in 
conventional breeding, such as hybridization.

Only a few of the selected countries have 
adopted guidelines for the examination of 
biotechnological inventions, including plants. 
These guidelines address some important 
issues relating to patentability, in particular the 
admissibility of claims based on the similarity of 
sequences, as it is not sufficient to prove that 
all claimed sequences have the same disclosed 
function. Non-compliance with the sufficiency 
of disclosure requirement has been one 
argument often articulated by patent offices or 
courts to deny the patentability of materials for 
the genetic modification of plants.

A detailed overview of the legal situation in 
the selected countries can be found in Annex 
1 of this report.107 Briefly, the situation in these 
countries can be summarized as follows:

Argentina does not allow patents on plants 
and plant varieties as such, nor on essentially 
biological processes to produce plants. Patents 
on genetic constructs and their components 
have been granted, though. The patentability 
guidelines in force and some jurisprudence 
point to a rather rigorous application of the 
patentability requirements regarding inventive 
step and sufficiency of disclosure, and to the 
exclusion of patents over plant varieties.

Brazil has adopted legislation with some unique 
provisions limiting the patentability of biological 
materials. The cumulative protection of plant 
varieties by patents and breeders’ rights is 
excluded. Despite this, several patents have 
been granted in relation to methods for the 
genetic transformation of plants that, in practice, 
may allow the right owners to control the 
commercialization of plant varieties and derived 
products. The judiciary has found that such 
patents do not violate the prohibition regarding 
the cumulative protection of plant varieties.

China is one of many developing countries that 
exclude patents only on plant varieties, not on 
plants. However, patents may protect not only 
genetic constructs to modify plants, but also 
the modified cells and plants, and the products 
obtained therefrom, such as food and feed. 
Despite the exclusion, in practice this broad 
coverage gives the patent owner legal tools to 
control the production and commercialization 
of plant varieties that incorporate patented 
components.

India has incorporated a broad exclusion 
from patentability in its law, which bans the 
protection of plants, seeds, plant varieties 
and essentially biological processes for their 
production. Patent Office guidelines point 
towards rigorous implementation, but a number 
of patents have been identified that would 
suggest some flexibility in the way these 
requirements are applied. The High Court 
decision in Monsanto Technology LLC And Ors vs. 
Nuziveedu Seeds Ltd. And Ors has clarified some 
aspects of the legislation, notably the non-
patentability of essential biological processes 
and the products exclusively obtained with 
them, and that a claim over a nucleic sequence 
which is introgressed and hybridized into a 
transgenic plant falls under the exclusions of 
Section 3(j) of the Patents Act.

South Africa is a very peculiar case as patents 
are registered without substantive examination. 
The patent law follows the European approach, 
thereby allowing in principle for patents on 
plants and their parts and components.109 

No case law seems to exist on the scope or 
conditions of patentability in this field.

Peru is bound to apply the industrial property 
regime of the Andean Community, which 
prescribes exclusions from patentability 
regarding biological materials including the 
‘entirety or part of living beings’. Several 
decisions by the Peruvian patent office suggest 
a rigorous enforcement of these limitations. 

Uganda follows the European approach, in 
which only plant varieties and essentially 
biological processes for their production are 
not patentable. Patents have been granted 
with broad coverage, including cells, seeds and 
the products obtained with planted material. 
Although planting of GMOs has been banned 
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in Uganda, several patents covering genetic 
constructs have been identified. 109

Vietnam has also aligned itself with the 
European approach. The sampled patents 
show several cases of patents covering DNA, 
modified cells and plants, methods to detect 
genetic events, and even a ‘cropping system for 
managing weed growth’.  Although the available 
sample is insufficient to make an assessment, 
the patent office seems to apply flexible 
standards regarding patentability in this field.

In the case of OAPI, while Rule 7bis of the 
Bangui Agreement seems to provide for a broad 
exclusion of patentability, it has not been 
possible to obtain examples of patents granted 
nor administrative or judicial decisions to assess 
how the rule is interpreted and applied. The 
same applies to patent applications examined 
under the Harare Protocol (ARIPO).

In summary, analysis shows considerable 
diversity in legal status regarding the 
patentability of plants in the countries of the 
Global South in general, and in the selected 
countries in particular. While 40% of the 
developing countries and emerging economies 
for which information is available have used 

the flexibility accorded by the TRIPS Agreement 
not to patent plants, most have admitted 
plant patents by deliberate choice (notably 
those following the European approach which 
excludes only plant varieties) or by allowing the 
patentability of plant parts and components, 
such as nucleic sequences, that indirectly 
but effectively confer on patent owners 
exclusive rights to control the production 
and commercialization of plant varieties that 
incorporate such parts, and eventually the 
products obtained therefrom, such as food and 
feed.

In countries where a broad coverage of patents 
is allowed (including plants and/or their parts 
and components, or plant varieties), patent laws 
may be used to prevent farmers from saving 
and re-using seeds that incorporate patented 
materials, thereby curtailing an essential right 
of farmers and putting food security at risk. 
Those countries should be encouraged to review 
their legislation and learn from the examples 
of others that, consistently with the TRIPS 
Agreement, have appropriately narrowed down 
the scope of patentability in this field.

In countries where a broad coverage 
of patents is allowed, patent laws 

may be used to prevent farmers 
from saving and re-using seeds that 

incorporate patented materials, 
thereby curtailing an essential right 

of farmers and putting
 food security at risk.  
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ANNEX 1: OVERVIEW OF 
THE LEGAL SITUATION IN 
THE SELECTED COUNTRIES

ANNEX 1A: ARGENTINA

Legislation

Argentina’s legislation does not allow the 
patentability of plants, parts or components 
thereof. Nevertheless, genes, proteins or DNA 
constructs are allowed under the patent law, its 
regulation and the patentability guidelines.

Argentine Patent Law No. 24,481 contains a 
definition of ‘invention’ in Article 4 (a) which 
reads: ‘For the purposes of this Law, any human 
creation that permits material or energy to be 
transformed for exploitation by humankind 
shall be considered an invention’. This means 
that any type of discovery is excluded. While 
discovery is the act, process or circumstance of 
acquiring knowledge or verifying the existence 
of something previously unknown or not 
recognized, invention is the result of the action 
of humans over the forces of nature, which 
necessarily implies a human contribution. This 
provision is complemented by Article 6, which 
establishes what will not be considered as an 
invention under Argentine legislation:

The following shall not be considered 
inventions for the purposes of this Law: 
(a) discoveries, scientific theories and 
mathematical methods; 
(b) literary or artistic works or any other 
aesthetic creation; scientific works;
(c) schemes, rules or methods for performing 
intellectual activities, playing games 
or engaging in economic and business 
activities; computer programs; 
(d) forms of data presentation; 
(e) methods of surgical, therapeutic or 
diagnostic treatment applicable to the human 
body or relating to animals; 
(f) the juxtaposition of known inventions or 
mixtures of known products, changes in the 
shape, dimensions or constituent materials 
thereof, except in the case of combination or 
merging in such a way that the elements are 
unable to function separately or where the 
characteristic qualities or functions thereof 
are so altered as to produce an industrial 
result that is not obvious to a person skilled in 
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the art concerned; 
(g) any kind of live material or substances 
already existing in nature. 

According to this article, any kind of substance 
or living material occurring in nature will not 
be regarded as an invention. Therefore any 
plant, part or component will not be considered 
invention under the law. The same would apply 
to any gene or living organism or any matter that 
is found in nature and not transformed by man.

Article 7 refers to subject matter that may be 
deemed an ‘invention’ but which nevertheless 
is not patentable: 

The following shall not be patentable: (a) 
inventions the exploitation of which on the 
territory of the ARGENTINE REPUBLIC is to be 
prevented in the interest of the public good 
or morality, the health or life of persons 
or animals, the conservation of plants or 
the avoidance of serious damage to the 
environment; 
(b) all biological and genetic material existing 
in nature or derived therefrom in biological 
processes associated with animal, plant 
and human reproduction, including genetic 
processes applied to the said material that 
are capable of bringing about the normal, 
free duplication thereof in the same way as 
in nature.

The regulations of the patent law (Decree 
260/96) clarify Article 6 by indicating that 
‘plants, animals and essentially biological 
procedures for their reproduction shall not be 
considered patentable material’. 

Guidelines

In October 2001, Joint Resolution 810/2001 
and 99/2001 of the Ministries of Agriculture 
and Production were enacted, in accordance 
with which a Permanent Working Group on 
Industrial Property (GTPPI) was established 
with technical staff of both ministries. The 
Joint Resolution instructed the GTPPI to 
elaborate Guidelines on Patenting to guide the 
examiner on resolving applications for patents, 
in particular in relation to living matter and 

natural substances.
The Joint Resolution noted that the definition 
of patentability criteria, in a manner 
consistent with international law, was a 
component of public policy, as systems for the 
protection of intellectual property rights have 
an intimate relationship with the objectives of 
development and technology transfer.

The guidelines issued by the INPI on December 
2003 (Resolution P-243) incorporated the 
result of the work of the GTPPI in Chapter IV on 
‘Patentability’. They have been applied since 
then and updated in 2015. Regarding plants 
and living matter, Chapter IV of Part C, para. 
2.17 established that: 

2.1.7.1 All living matter and pre-existing 
substances in nature are not inventions 
for the purposes of [the patent law]. Living 
matter and pre-existing substances in 
nature that are still purified, isolated and/
or characterized are discoveries and 
consequently are not patentable.
2.1.7.2 Plants, animals and essentially 
biological processes for their reproduction 
or production (procurement) shall not be 
considered inventions.
In this way they are excluded from protection 
because they are not inventions, under 
article 6 g) of the law and the regulation:
a) The plants, their parts and components 
that can lead a complete individual are 
modified or not. The species and plant 
varieties are included. The parts and 
components of the plants, whether modified 
or not, include, among others, buds, 
seeds, stems, cells, fruits, bulbs, tubers, 
buds, stakes, flowers, etc. and its cellular 
components such as organelles, membranes, 
DNA molecules, etc. This enumeration is 
enunciative and not exhaustive, and other 
elements may be incorporated after the 
present exemplary list. Claims with modified 
parts and components must specify their 
isolated state and that they are unable to 
lead to a complete organism.
b) The animals and their parts that can lead 
a complete individual are modified or not. 
It includes species and animal breeds. The 
parts of an animal - whether modified or not 
- encompass and are not limited to: organs, 
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tissues, cells, cellular components such 
as organelles, membranes, DNA molecules. 
Claims with modified parts and components 
must specify their isolated state and that 
they are unable to lead to a complete 
organism.
c) Essentially biological procedures for 
reproduction or production (procurement) of 
plants or animals. (see 2.1.7.5).
2.1.7.3 Vegetable varieties are not patentable 
and are protected by a "sui generis" system, 
which is the breeder’s rights system 
established in Law No. 20,247 on Seeds 
and Genetic Phyto-Creations and the UPOV 
Convention, Act 78 approved by Law No. 
24,376.
2.1.7.4 For the purposes of these guidelines, 
the cell is considered the smallest unit of 
living matter.
2.1.7.5 Regarding point 2.1.7.2 c) essentially 
biological procedures are understood as 
the series of phases that conclude with 
the obtaining or reproduction of plants 
or animals that are fundamentally or 
substantially fulfilled by the action of own 
and existing phenomena in the nature. Thus, 
to determine if a procedure for the production 
or reproduction of plants or animals is 
essentially biological, the technical aspect 
of the process will be evaluated. If the 
technical intervention of man plays an 
important role in the determination of the 
result or if its influence is decisive, then 
the process will be considered to have a 
technical nature and therefore it will be 

patentable (see point 2.1.7.1).
2.1.7.6 Under this concept, the classic 
procedures of breeding or improvement 
would not be patentable. For example, a 
method of crossing or selective procreation 
that consists of crossing horses with 
certain characteristics, which involves 
selection, would be essentially biological 
and therefore not patentable. In contrast, 
methods based on genetic engineering (e.g. 
the production of a transgenic plant), where 
technical intervention is significant, may be 
patentable.
2.1.7.7 A claim of a procedure for the 
production (procurement) or reproduction of 
a plant, shall not be excluded a priori from 
patentability because the resulting product 
constitutes or may constitute a plant. It 
is possible to patent biotechnological 
procedures that lead to the creation 
of transgenic plants if they meet the 
requirements of patentability.
2.1.7.8 The exclusion of art. 6 RLP, does not 
apply to microbiological procedures.
The term "microbiological process" covers 
the industrial processes that use, apply 
to, or result from the intervention of 
microorganisms.
These procedures will be patentable, even 
when the microorganism used, the resulting 
product or both are already patented, 
provided that the aforementioned processes 
comply with the requirements established in 
art. 4 LP and do not fall within the exclusions 
contemplated by arts. 6 and 7 LP and RLP.
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2.1.7.9 On the other hand, claims of plants or 
animals will not be allowed even when they 
are produced through a biotechnological 
process. The exclusions to the patentability 
contemplated in art. 6 RLP, applies to plants 
and animals regardless of the way they 
are produced. For example, plants and 
animals that contain genes introduced 
through recombinant DNA technology and 
those obtained through micropropagation, 
cloning or any other biotechnological 
technique or other reproduction method, but 
technical intervention, will be excluded from 
patentability. 

In accordance with these guidelines, 
applications which claim a modified component 
of living material such as a modified organelle 
(which can be considered a substance) may be 
admitted as long as the modified component 
does not form part of an individual plant, 
animal or living matter and is not capable of 
generating an individual. 

Case law

Argentina has so far only two important cases 
involving plants:

Cámara Nacional de Apelaciones en lo Civil y 
Comercial Federal, Sala III, 03/16/2006 de marzo 
de 2006 (Consejo Superior de Investigaciones 
Científicas c/I.N.P.I.s/denegatoria de patente); 
Corte Suprema de Justicia de la Nación, 
03/05/2005.

The National Institute of Industrial Property 
rejected a claim over a ‘sunflower seed that 
includes sunflower oil that has a higher 
content of stearic acid’. The Supreme Court 
ruled that the petitioner of a patent on an 
object already protected by Law 20.247 for 
the protection of seeds and phytogenetic 
creations (plant varieties) can not claim 
protection under the patent law because there 
is a prohibition of double protection (Article 2 of 
UPOV 1978). It also established that biological 
methods are excluded from patentability.
Cámara Nacional de Apelaciones en lo Civil 
y Comercial Federal, sala III (CNFedCivyCom). 
Monsanto Technology LLC c. Instituto Nacional 
de la Propiedad Industrial s/ denegatoria de 
patente. 2015

The court held: ‘The harmonious interpretation 
of art. 27.3.b of TRIPS and art. 2.1. of the 
International Convention for the Protection 
of New Varieties of Plants (UPOV) approved in 
Argentina through Law 24,376, supports the 
claim that the former allows Member States 
to adopt a sui generis system of plant variety 
protection that relieves them to include 
them in the patent system, protection that is 
accorded by Law 20.247 on Seeds and Plant 
Genetic Creations and its Regulation No. 
2183/91; in short, the legal regime integrated 
by UPOV-Act 1978- and Law 20.247 establishes 
an effective sui generis system, in terms of 
art. 27.3.b of TRIPS… noting that the Seed 
Law and its subsequent amendments do not 
conflict with it.' 
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The African Regional Intellectual Property 
Organization (ARIPO) has 18 member states: 
Botswana, eSwatini (formerly Swaziland), the 
Gambia, Ghana, Kenya, Lesotho, Liberia, Malawi, 
Mozambique, Namibia, Rwanda, São Tomé and 
Príncipe, Sierra Leone, Sudan, Tanzania, Uganda, 
Zambia and Zimbabwe.

ARIPO is an intergovernmental organization that 
facilitates cooperation among member states 
in the field of intellectual property. ARIPO was 
established by the Lusaka Agreement, adopted 
at a diplomatic conference held in Lusaka, 
Zambia, on 9 December 1976. ARIPO has special 
protocols to regulate intellectual property rights 
such as the Harare (patents), Banjul (marks) and 
Arusha (plant varieties) protocols.

Unlike OAPI, where a single application 
automatically covers all member states and it is 
not possible to designate countries of interest, 
ARIPO applications specifically require the 
applicant to designate those member states 
where protection is sought. 

The Harare Protocol regulates the grant of 
patents. By filing only one application, an 
applicant can designate any of the contracting 
states in which that applicant wishes the 
invention to be accorded protection. The 
protocol requires the filing of the application to 
be made with any one of the contracting states 
or directly with the ARIPO Office. On receipt of 
the application, the ARIPO Office undertakes a 
substantive examination to establish whether 
the invention is patentable. If the application 
is deemed admissible, copies are sent to each 
designated contracting state which may, within 
six months, indicate to the ARIPO Office – citing 
grounds specified in the protocol – that should 
ARIPO grant the patent, it would not have effect 
in its territory.

Concerning plants, Section 3 of the Harare 
Protocol establishes:

(10)(a) Patents shall be granted for any 
inventions, in all fields of technology, provided 
that they are new, involve an inventive step 
and are susceptible of industrial application.
(b) An invention shall be considered to be new 
if it is not anticipated by the prior art.
(c) Everything made available to the public 
anywhere in the world by means of a written 
disclosure (including drawings and other 
illustrations), an oral disclosure or by use 
or an exhibition, shall be considered prior 
art, provided that such publication occurred 
before the date of filing of the application 
or, if priority is claimed, before the priority 
date claimed in respect thereof and further 
provided that a disclosure of the invention at 
an official or officially recognized exhibition 
shall not be taken into consideration if it 
occurred not more than 6 months before the 
date of filing of the application or, if priority 
is claimed, before the priority date claimed in 
respect thereof.
(d) An official or officially recognized exhibition 
is an exhibition recognized by a State or 
falling within the terms of the Convention on 
international exhibitions.
(e) An invention shall be considered as 
involving an inventive step if, having regard 
to the prior art, it is not obvious to a person 
skilled in the art.

Regulations for implementing the protocol: 
 
Rule 7bis Guidelines on Transgenic Plants and 
Animals 
7bis. 1. Definitions For the purposes of these 
guidelines– 
(a) ‘biological material’ means any material 
containing genetic information and capable 
of reproducing itself or being reproduced in a 

ANNEX 1B: AFRICAN REGIONAL 
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 
ORGANIZATION (ARIPO) 
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biological system; 
(b) ‘microbiological process’ means any 
process involving or performed upon or 
resulting in microbiological material; 
(c) ‘biotechnological invention’ are inventions 
which concern a product consisting of or 
containing biological material or a process 
by means of which biological material is 
produced, processed or used; 
(d) ‘genetic engineering’ means the technology 
which manipulates gene recombination, cell 
fusion, etc. Inventions relating to genetic 
engineering include those of a gene or a DNA 
fragment, a vector, a recombinant vector, a 
transformant, a polypeptide or a protein, a 
fused cell, a monoclonal antibody, etc; 
(e) ‘plant variety’ means any plant grouping 
within a single botanical taxon of the lowest 
known rank, which grouping, irrespective of 
whether the conditions for the grant of a plant 
variety right are fully met, can be – (i) defined 
by the expression of the characteristics that 
result from a given genotype or combination 
of genotypes, (ii) distinguished from any 
other plant grouping by the expression of 
at least one of the said characteristics and, 
(iii) considered as a unit with regard to its 
suitability for being propagated and changed; 
(f) a process for the production of plants or 
animals is essentially biological if it consists 
entirely of natural phenomena such as 
crossing or selection. 

7bis. 2. Patentable Biotechnological 
Inventions 
Biotechnological inventions shall be 
patentable if they concern – (i) ‘biological 
material’ which is isolated from its natural 
environment or produced by means of a 
technical process even if it previously 
occurred in nature, (ii) ‘plants or animals’ 
provided that the technical feasibility of 
the invention is not confined to a particular 
plant or animal variety, (iii) ‘a microbiological 
or other technical process,’ or a product 
obtained by means of such a process other 
than a plant or animal variety, (iv) any element 
isolated from the human body or otherwise 
produced by means of a technical process 
including the sequence or partial sequence 
of a gene, may constitute a patentable 
invention even if the structure of that element 

is identical of a natural element. The industrial 
application of a sequence or a partial 
sequence of a gene must be disclosed in the 
patent application. 

7bis. 3. Exceptions to Patentability of 
Biotechnological Inventions 
ARIPO patents shall not be granted in respect 
of biotechnological inventions which, in 
particular, concern the following: 
I. processes for cloning human beings, 
II. processes for modifying the germ line 
genetic identity of human beings, 
III. uses of human embryos for industrial or 
commercial purposes, 
IIII. processes for modifying the genetic 
identity of animals which are likely to cause 
them suffering without any substantial 
medical benefit to man or animal, and also 
animals resulting from such processes, 
V. an embryonic stem cell of an animal, an 
animal at the various stages of its formation 
and development such as a germ cell, a 
zoosperm, an embryo etc belong to the 
category of animal variety, 
VI. a single plant and its reproductive material 
(such as seed, etc) which maintains its life 
by synthesizing carbohydrates and protein 
from the inorganic substances such as 
water, carbon dioxide and mineral salts and 
so on through photosynthesis belong to the 
category of plant variety, 
VII. inventions that do not possess practical 
applicability, i.e. cannot easily be reproduced, 
VIII. the human body, at the various stages of 
its formation and development, and the simple 
discovery of one of its elements, including 
the sequence or partial sequence of a gene, 
cannot constitute patentable inventions. 
 

Finally, ARIPO has adopted guidelines for 
the examination of patent applications. In 
particular, for section 3.10.j of the Harare 
Protocol and 7bis of the implementation 
regulations, the guidelines clarify:

3.3.7 Biotechnological inventions 
3.3.7.1 General remarks and definitions
"Biotechnological inventions" are inventions 
which concern a product consisting of or 
containing biological material or a process 
by means of which biological material is 
produced, processed or used. "Biological 
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material" means any material containing 
genetic information and capable of 
reproducing itself or being reproduced in a 
biological system (Rule 7bis).
3.3.7.2 Patentable biotechnological inventions 
(Rule 7bis. 2)
In principle, biotechnological inventions 
are patentable under the Harare Protocol. 
For ARIPO patent applications and patents 
concerning biotechnological inventions, 
the relevant provisions of the Harare 
Protocol are to be applied and interpreted 
in accordance with the provisions of Rule 
7bis. Biotechnological inventions are also 
patentable if they concern an item on the 
following non-exhaustive list: 
(i) biological material which is isolated from 
its natural environment or produced by means 
of a technical process even if it previously 
occurred in nature. Hence biological material 
may be considered patentable even if it 
already occurs in nature. 
The human body, at the various stages of its 
formation and development, and the simple 
discovery of one of its elements, including 
the sequence or partial sequence of a gene, 
cannot constitute patentable inventions. 
The examination of a patent application 
or a patent for gene sequences or partial 
sequences should be subject to the same 
criteria of patentability as in all other areas 
of technology. The industrial application of 
a sequence or partial sequence must be 
disclosed in the patent application as filed. 
(ii) plants or animals if the technical feasibility 
of the invention is not confined to a particular 
plant or animal variety. Inventions which 
concern plants or animals are patentable 
provided that the application of the invention 
is not technically confined to a single plant or 
animal variety. 
A claim wherein specific plant varieties are 
not individually claimed is not excluded from 
patentability even though it may embrace 
plant varieties. The subject-matter of a claim 
covering but not identifying plant varieties 
is not a claim to a variety or varieties. In the 
absence of the identification of a specific 
plant variety in a product claim, the subject-
matter of the claimed invention is neither 
limited nor directed to a variety or varieties or 
(iii) a microbiological or other technical 

process, or a product obtained by means of 
such a process other than a plant or animal 
variety. 
 
3.3.8.6 Plant and animal varieties, processes 
for the production of plants or animals 
The list of exceptions to patentability under 
Rule 7bis.3 also includes "plant or animal 
varieties or essentially biological processes 
for the production of plants or animals". 
3.3.8.6.1 Plant varieties 
The term "plant variety" is defined in Rule 
7bis.1. A patent is not to be granted if the 
claimed subject-matter is directed to a 
specific plant variety or specific plant 
varieties. However, if the invention concerns 
plants and animals and if the technical 
feasibility of the invention is not confined 
to a particular plant or animal variety, the 
invention is patentable. 
When a claim to a process for the production 
of a plant variety is examined, it is not to be 
taken into consideration. Hence, a process 
claim for the production of a plant variety (or 
plant varieties) is not a priori excluded from 
patentability merely because the resulting 
product constitutes or may constitute a plant 
variety. 
3.3.8.6.2 Processes for the production of 
plants or animals 
A process for the production of plants or 
animals is essentially biological if it consists 
entirely of natural phenomena such as 
crossing or selection. To take some examples, 
a method of crossing, inter-breeding, or 
selectively breeding, say, horses involving 
merely selecting for breeding and bringing 
together those animals having certain 
characteristics would be essentially biological 
and therefore unpatentable. On the other 
hand, a process of treating a plant or animal to 
improve its properties or yield or to promote or 
suppress its growth e.g. a method of pruning a 
tree, would not be essentially biological since 
although a biological process is involved the 
essence of the invention is technical; the 
same could apply to a method of treating a 
plant characterized by the application of a 
growth-stimulating substance or radiation. 
The treatment of soil by technical means to 
suppress or promote the growth of plants is 
also not excluded from patentability.
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OAPI is a regional organization composed of 17 
members (mostly French-speaking countries). 
It was created by the Bangui Agreement, signed 
in Central Africa in 1977. Members are bound 
by uniform legislation regarding intellectual 
property and have centralized all procedures 
for issuing industrial property titles such as 
patents and goods or service marks, which 
are valid in all member countries. This means 
that any deposit made with the administration 
of one member state or the organization shall 
be considered as a national deposit in each 
member state. 

The Bangui Agreement established a uniform 
system of intellectual property rights 
protection with a common administrative 
procedure. OAPI also serves as a national 
intellectual property rights protection office 
for each of the member states. A title granted 
by OAPI gives rise to intellectual property rights 
in each member country. Nevertheless, actions 
regarding the infringement of intellectual 
property rights are the responsibility of 
the courts of each member state. Judicial 
decisions regarding the validity of titles in one 
member state are authoritative in all other 
states, with the exception of circumstances 
based on public order and morality.

The Bangui Agreement adopts legislation for 
patents as well for plant varieties. Article 6 
excludes from patentability plant varieties, 
discoveries and essentially biological 
processes:

Article 6.
Non-Patentable Subject Matter
Patents shall not be granted for the following:
(a) inventions the exploitation of which is 
contrary to public policy or morality, provided 
that the exploitation of the invention shall 
not be considered contrary to public policy 
or morality merely because it is prohibited by 
law or regulation;
(b) discoveries, scientific theories and 
mathematical methods;
(c) inventions having as their subject 
matter plant varieties, animal species and 
essentially biological processes for the 
breeding of plants or animals other than 
microbiological processes and the products 
of such processes;
(d) schemes, rules or methods for doing 
business, performing purely mental acts or 
playing games;
(e) methods for the treatment of the human or 
animal body by surgery or therapy, including 
diagnostic methods;
(f) mere presentations of information;
(g) computer programs; 
(h) works of an exclusively ornamental nature;
(i) literary, architectural and artistic works or 
any other aesthetic creation.

ANNEX 1C: AFRICAN INTELLECTUAL 
PROPERTY ORGANIZATION (OAPI)
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Legislation

Brazil’s legislation does not allow the 
patentability of plants: its patent law and 
guidelines establish that all living matter, even 
if isolated, is not patentable. The Brazilian 
Industrial Property Law (Law No. 9279 of May 
14, 1996) provides in Article 10(XI), that the 
following are materials not considered as 
inventions:

All or part of natural living beings and 
biological materials found in nature, even if 
isolated therefrom, including the genome or 
germoplasm of any natural living being, and 
the natural biological processes.

According to this article, naturally occurring 
plants are not patentable, because they 
are not considered as an invention; nor are 
naturally occurring DNA and RNA sequences 
including polynucleotides and polypeptides. 
This is complemented by Article 18 regarding 
non-patentable inventions. Using fully the 
flexibility under the TRIPS Agreement, Brazilian 
patent law excludes from patentability even 
transgenic living matter, with the exception of 
transgenic microorganisms:

Article 18. The following are not patentable: 
I. anything contrary to morals, standards of 
respectability and public security, order and 
health; 
II. substances, materials, mixtures, elements 
or products of any kind, as well as the 
modification of their physical-chemical 
properties and the respective processes for 
obtainment or modification, when resulting 
from the transformation of the atomic 
nucleus; and
III. all or part of living beings, except 
transgenic microorganisms that satisfy the 
three requirements of patentability—novelty, 
inventive step and industrial application—
provided for in Article 8 and which are not 
mere discoveries. 

For the purposes of this Law, transgenic 
microorganisms are organisms, except for 
all or part of plants or animals, that express, 
by means of direct human intervention in 
their genetic composition, a characteristic 
normally not attainable by the species under 
natural conditions.

Concerning the rights conferred by patents, 
Brazilian patent law clarifies that:

Article 43. The provisions of the previous 
Article do not apply: 
…
V. to third parties who, in the case of patents 
related to living material, use the patented 
product, without economic intent, as an 
initial source of variation or propagation to 
obtain other products; and 
VI. to third parties who, in case of patents 
related to living material, use, place in 
circulation, or market a patented product that 
has been legally introduced into commerce 
by the patent holder or the holder of a 
license, provided that the patented product 
is not used for commercial multiplication or 
propagation of the living material in question.

Brazil has also enacted a law (No. 13.123, 20.5 
2015) to protect genetic resources and cultural 
heritage. It makes the grant of intellectual 
property rights conditional on compliance 
with access and benefit conditions. The law 
provides that if access is made contrary to this 
regulation, patent rights may be void:

Article 47. The granting of an intellectual 
property right by the competent organ 
of the finished product or reproductive 
material obtained from access to genetic 
heritage or associated traditional knowledge 
is conditioned to the registration or 
authorization, in accordance with this Law.

Regarding plant varieties, the Plant Variety 
Protection Law (No. 9.456 of 1997) created 

ANNEX 1D: BRAZIL
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a sui generis protection for plant varieties 
(implemented through decree No. 2366 of 
November 5, 1997). Through further decrees 
(No. 28 of 19 April 1999; No 3109 of 30 June 
1999), the International Convention for the 
Protection of New Varieties of Plants (UPOV) of 
1978 was approved and put into force. Article 2 
of No. 9.456 stipulated that:

The protection of the intellectual property 
rights in plant varieties is effected through 
the grant of a Plant Variety Protection 
Certificate, which shall be considered a 
commodity for all legal purposes and the sole 
form of protection in the Country for plant 
varieties and the rights therein that may 
be invoked against the free use of sexually 
or vegetatively propagated plants or parts 
thereof.

To summarize, under Brazilian legislation it 
is not possible to obtain patents for plants, 
plant varieties, transgenic plants, parts of 
plants or natural occurring processes for 
obtaining them. Nevertheless, it is possible to 
obtain patents for the processes to obtain a 
transgenic plant.

Guidelines

Since 2012 the Brazilian patent office has 
established several guidelines for the 
analysis of patent applications: Resolution 
298/2012 – Establishing the utility model 
patent examination guideline; Resolution 
124/2013 – Establishing guidelines for the 
examination of patent applications; Resolution 
144/2015 – Establishing guidelines for the 
examination of patent applications in the 
area of biotechnology; Resolution 158/2016 
– Establishing guidelines for the examination 
of patent applications involving inventions 
implemented by computer programs; 
Resolution 169/2016 – Establishing guidelines 
for the examination of patent applications – 
block II – ‘patentability’; Resolution 208/2017 
– Establishing guidelines for the examination of 
patent applications in the field of chemistry.

Concerning the topic of plant patents, 
Resolution 144/2015 provides an interpretation 

of the relevant articles of the Brazilian patent 
law:

4.2 Materials not considered as inventions 
(Article 10)
4.2.1 Natural biological products and 
processes (Article 10 (IX))
The art. 10 (IX) of the Industrial Property Law, 
as regards claims in the "product" category, 
provides that all or part of natural living 
and biological material found in nature, or 
isolated from it, including the genome or 
germplasm of any natural living being.
For claims of the category "process", such 
as processes, methods, uses, applications, 
among others, art. 10 (IX) of the IPL refers only 
to natural biological processes, provided that 
these are not considered as inventions.
As the art. 10 (IX) of the IPL deals with all or 
part of the natural and biological materials 
found in nature which are not considered 
as inventions, documents published after 
the date of priority / filing of the application 
under review may be used to show that the 
claimed matter is related to the provisions 
of art. 10 (IX) of the Industrial Property Law, 
provided that the information provided clearly 
and without doubt proves the existence in 
nature of the claimed matter.

Para. 4.2 clarifies Article 10(IX) of the Brazilian 
patent law, and confirms that essentially 
biological processes are not patentable 
because they are not regarded as inventions. 
The guidelines confirm the non-patentability 
of transgenic plants under Article 18 and 
address the possibility of patenting the 
processes for obtaining them. Product claims 
over plants and transgenic plants, hence, are 
not allowed:

7.2 Transgenic plants, their parts and their 
processes to obtain them
They are plants that had their genome 
modified by introducing a DNA manipulated 
by recombinant DNA techniques, and whose 
modification would not happen under natural 
conditions of crosses or recombination.
Transgenic plants and their parts (e.g. 
transgenic cell, transgenic tissue and 
transgenic organ) are not considered as 
patentable materials according to art. 18 
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(III and single paragraph) of the Industrial 
Property Law.
Although the process of obtaining transgenic 
plants is patentable, it is important to note 
that the intermediate and/or final products of 
this process, that is, the transgenic plant and/
or the parts of that plant constitute expressly 
prohibited substances of patentability 
according to art. 18 (III and single paragraph) 
of the Industrial Property Law.
However, there is no restriction on the 
patenting of the processes of obtaining 
these plants.

7.3 Process of obtaining plants by crossing
The art. 10 (IX) of the IPL states that natural 
biological processes are not considered 
to be inventions, and thus exclude the 
patenting of natural biological processes, 
including those for the production of plants.
"Natural biological process" means any 
process which does not use technical 
means to obtain biological products or 
which, even using a technical means, would 
be capable of occurring in nature without 
human intervention, consisting entirely of 
natural phenomena. In this sense, biological 
processes will be considered unnatural 
when human intervention is direct in genetic 
composition and has a permanent character.
Thus, processes involving the crossing of 
genetically modified plants by direct human 
intervention are passive of protection.

Regarding regulations about genetic 
resources, the guidelines indicate that 
obtaining intellectual property rights is 
conditional on the authorization of the 
authority governing genetic resources:

Applications for a patent of invention on a 
process or product obtained from a sample 
of components of the national genetic 
patrimony, deposited as of June 30, 2000, 
must comply with the standards in force 
established in MP [Medida Provisoria] 

2186-16/01 of 08/23/2001, as well as CGEN 
Resolutions 34 of February 12, 2009 and INPI 
PR No. 69/2013, dated 03/18/2013.
MP 2186-16/01 provides, among other things, 
rights and obligations relating to access to 
a component of genetic heritage existing on 
national territory, the continental shelf and 
the exclusive economic zone? for scientific 
research, technological development 
or bioprospecting, as well as access to 
the traditional knowledge associated 
with the genetic heritage, relevant to the 
conservation of biological diversity, to the 
integrity of the genetic patrimony of the 
Country and to the use of its components 
(article 1, subsections I and II).
In art. 31, the MP provided that the granting 
of industrial property rights, on a process or 
product obtained from a component of the 
genetic heritage component, was conditional 
on compliance with the MP, and the depositor 
had to inform about the origin of the 
genetic material and associated traditional 
knowledge, when this was the case.

Case law

In Bayer CropScience S/A v. Instituto Nacional 
da Propriedade Industrial (2010) 122 the Brazilian 
Supreme Court considered the patentability of 
a plant DNA sequence (transit zone), a chimeric 
gene and a vector for the transformation of 
plants. It discussed whether the claimed 
matters could be deemed a ‘chemical 
substance’ and admitted, as a matter of 
principle, the patentability of products 
obtained through biotechnological processes.

In a legal action by a group of farmers,112 
the court admitted the possibility of a ‘dual 
protection’ over plant varieties as a result of 
the cumulative effect of PVP and the patent 
protection over transgenic processes to modify 
a plant.  
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Legislation

The Chinese intellectual property system is 
relatively young. Patents, utility models and 
industrial design are covered by the Patent 
Law of the People’s Republic of China, which 
was adopted by the Standing Committee of the 
National People’s Congress and promulgated 
by the President on 12 March 1984, and 
amended on 4 September 1992, 25 August 
2000, and 27 December 2008. 

Article 25 clearly states that plant varieties are 
not protectable under the patent law: 

Article 25 Patent rights shall not be granted 
for any of the following:
(1) scientific discoveries;
(2) rules and methods for intellectual 
activities;
(3) methods for the diagnosis or treatment of 
diseases;
(4) animal or plant varieties; 
(5) substances obtained by means of nuclear 
transformation; and 
(6) designs that are mainly used for marking 
the pattern, color or the combination of the 
two.

Nevertheless, patent rights may be granted 
for the production methods of animal or plant 
varieties. A substance found in nature and 
existing in its natural state is merely an object 
of discovery and should not be granted a 
patent right.

Along with the patent legislation, the People’s 
Republic of China enacted implementing 
rules (promulgated by Decree No. 306 of the 
State Council of China on 15 June 2001, and 
revised on 9 January 2010 by the Decision 
of the State Council on Amending the Rules 
for the Implementation of the Patent Law 
of the People's Republic of China). These 
rules include a provision regarding genetic 
resources:

Article 26 (Newly added) The genetic 
resources referred to in the Patent Law 
means any material taken from human, 
animal, plant or microorganism, containing 
genetically functioning units with actual 
or potential value; the invention-creation 
accomplished depending on the genetic 
resources means those invention-creation 
of which the accomplishment uses the 
genetic function of genetic resources.
Where the applicant seeks to apply 
for patent for such invention-creation 
completed on genetic resources, he or it 
shall so state in the request, fill in prescribed 
forms issued by the Patent Administration 
Department under the State Council.

Plant variety protection in China is covered by 
the Regulations of the People’s Republic of 
China on Protection of New Varieties of Plants, 
which indicates:

Article 2 The new plant variety referred to 
in these Regulations means a cultivated 
plant variety, or a developed one based on a 
discovered wild plant, which is new, distinct, 
uniform and stable, and whose denomination 
is adequately designated. 

Guidelines

The State Intellectual Property Office of the 
People’s Republic of China (SIPO) has published 
Patent Examination Guidelines to clarify 
the law and implementing regulations. They 
address the patentability of plants: 

4.4 Animal and Plant Varieties 
Animal and plant are living things. According 
to Article 25. 1 (4), no patent rights shall 
be granted for animal and plant varieties. 
Animal referred to in the Patent Law does not 
include human being, and it refers to the life 
form which cannot synthesize carbohydrate 

ANNEX 1E: CHINA
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and protein by itself but maintains its life 
only by absorbing natural carbohydrate 
and protein. Plant mentioned in the Patent 
Law refers to the life form which maintains 
its life by synthesizing carbohydrate and 
protein from the inorganics, such as water, 
carbon dioxide, and inorganic salt, through 
photosynthesis, and usually is immovable. 
Animal and plant varieties can be protected 
under other laws and regulations other 
than the Patent Law. For example, new 
plant varieties can get protection under 
the Regulations on the Protection of New 
Varieties of Plants. Moreover, according to 
Article 25.2, patent right may be granted 
for processes used in producing animal 
and plant varieties. The processes of 
production herein refer to non-biological 
processes, and do not include those for 
the production of animals or plants through 
essentially biological processes. Whether 
or not a process is an "essentially biological 
process" depends on the degree of human 
technical involvement in the process. If 
the human technical involvement is the 
controlling or decisive factor for achieving 
the result or effect of that process, the 
process is not essentially biological. For 
example, the method of raising high yield 
dairy cattle through irradiation and the 
method of producing lean meat pigs by 
improving raising approach are patentable 
subject matters. Microorganism inventions 
refer to those relating to producing a 
chemical substance (such as an antibiotics) 
or decomposing a substance by means of 
microorganisms such as various bacteria, 
fungi, and viruses. Microorganisms and 
microbial processes are all patentable. 
For examination of patent applications for 
invention concerning microorganisms, the 
relevant provisions of Chapter 10 of this Part 
shall apply. 

According to these guidelines, all plants, 
including transgenic plants, would be excluded 
from patentable subject matter, whereas the 
protection of rights in new varieties of plants 
would be limited to the propagating material. 

Section 9.1.2 clarifies Article 25 of the patent 
law:

9.1.2 Examination of Claimed Subject Matters 
According to Article 25 
9.1.2.1 Microorganism 
The term "microorganism" includes bacteria, 
actinomycetes, fungi, viruses, protozoa 
and algae, etc. Because a microorganism is 
neither an animal nor a plant, it is not listed 
in Article 25.1(4). A microorganism existing 
in the nature without the involvement of 
any artificially induced technical treatment 
is, however, a scientific discovery. Hence, 
it is unpatentable. Microorganism per se 
constitutes a subject matter of patent 
protection only when it is isolated into pure 
culture and has particular industrial use.
9.1.2.2 Gene or DNA Fragment 
No matter it is a gene or a DNA fragment, it 
is, in substance, a chemical substance. The 
said gene or DNA fragment includes those 
isolated from microorganism, plant, animal 
or human body, as well as those obtained 
by other means. As stated in Section 2.1 of 
this Chapter, a gene or DNA fragment found 
in the nature and existing in its natural state 
is merely a discovery. It falls into "scientific 
discoveries" as provided for in Article 25.1 
and is unpatentable. However, a gene or 
a DNA fragment per se and the process 
to obtain it are subject matters of patent 
protection if it is isolated or extracted for 
the first time from the nature, its base 
sequence is unknown in the prior art and 
can be definitely characterized, and it can be 
exploited industrially.
9.1. 2. 3 An Animal, a Plant and a Constitutive 
Part Thereof 
An embryonic stem cell of an animal, an 
animal at the various stages of its formation 
and development, such as a germ cell, an 
oosperm, an embryo and so on, belong to 
the category of the "animal variety" said 
in Chapter 1, Section 4.4 of this Part, they 
are unpatentable in accordance with the 
provisions of Article 25. 1(4). 
A somatic cell of an animal as well as a 
tissue and an organ of an animal (except 
an embryo) are not in conformity with the 
definition of "animal" said in Chapter 1, 
Section 4.4 of this Part, so they do not belong 
to the subject matters excluded according 
to the provisions of Article 25.1(4). A single 
plant and its reproductive material (such 
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as seed, etc.), which maintains its life by 
synthesizing carbohydrate and protein 
from the inorganic substances, such as 
water, carbon dioxide and mineral salt and 
so on through photosynthesis, belong to 
the category of the "plant variety" said in 
Chapter 1, Section 4.4 of this Part, and they 
are unpatentable in accordance with the 
provisions of Article 25.1(4). If a cell, a tissue 
and an organ of a plant do not possess 
the above-mentioned characteristic, they 
cannot be regarded as "plant varieties", 
therefore, they do not belong to the subject 
matters excluded according to the provisions 
of Article 25. 1(4). 
9. 1. 2. 4 Transgenic Animal and Plant 

Transgenic animal or plant is those 
obtained by biological method, such as DNA 
recombination technology of the genetic 
engineering. The animal or plant per se 
still belongs to the category of the "animal 
variety" or "plant variety" defined in Chapter 
1, Section 4. 4 of this Part. In accordance 
with the provisions of Article 25. 1(4), no 
patent right shall be granted to them. 

This section of the guidelines clarifies that 
claims on ‘a single plant and its reproductive 
material (such as seed, etc.)’ should be 
rejected, but claims on matters such as cell, 
tissue or organs might be acceptable, as well 
as the methods for producing them.
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Indian patent law did not exclude plants or 
parts thereof before the TRIPS Agreement. 
Since then, the Indian Patent Act has 
undergone three amendments, the first being 
the Patents (Amendment) Act, 2002 (Act 38 of 
2002). This introduced the new Patent Rules, 
2003, which replaced the earlier Patents 
Rules, 1972, and came into force on 20 May 
2003. The second amendment was the Patents 
(Amendment) Ordinance, 2004, later replaced 
by the Patents (Amendment) Act 2005. Along 
with the Patent Act, India has rules for 
implementing the Act and regulating patent 
administration. The last amendment of the 
rules was in 2006.

Legislation

Chapter II, Section 3 of the Indian Patent Act 
determines what are not inventions and hence 
not patentable. This includes mere discoveries 
as well plants or animals and their parts: 
 

Section 3. The following are not inventions 
within the meaning of this Act,—
(a) an invention which is frivolous or which 
claims anything obviously contrary to well 
established natural laws;
(b) an invention the primary or intended use 
or commercial exploitation of which could be 
contrary to public order or morality or which 
causes serious prejudice to human, animal 
or plant life or health or to the environment;
(c) the mere discovery of a scientific 
principle or the formulation of an abstract 
theory or discovery of any living thing or non-
living substance occurring in nature;
(d) the mere discovery of a new form of a 
known substance which does not result 
in the enhancement of the known efficacy 
of that substance or the mere discovery of 
any new property or new use for a known 
substance or of the mere use of a known 
process, machine or apparatus unless such 
known process results in a new product or 

employs at least one new reactant.
Explanation.—For the purposes of this 
clause, salts, esters, ethers, polymorphs, 
metabolites, pure form, particle size, 
isomers, mixtures of isomers, complexes, 
combinations and other derivatives of 
known substance shall be considered to 
be the same substance, unless they differ 
significantly in properties with regard to 
efficacy;
(e) a substance obtained by a mere 
admixture resulting only in the aggregation 
of the properties of the components thereof 
or a process for producing such substance;
(f) the mere arrangement or re-arrangement 
or duplication of known devices each 
functioning independently of one another in 
a known way;
[(g) is omitted]
(h) a method of agriculture or horticulture;
(i) any process for the medicinal, surgical, 
curative, prophylactic, diagnostic, 
therapeutic or other treatment of human 
beings or any process for a similar treatment 
of animals to render them free of disease or 
to increase their economic value or that of 
their products;
(j) plants and animals in whole or any part 
thereof other than microorganisms but 
including seeds, varieties and species 
and essentially biological processes for 
production or propagation of plants and 
animals;
(k) a mathematical or business method or a 
computer programme per se or algorithms;
(l) a literary, dramatic, musical or artistic 
work or any other aesthetic creation 
whatsoever including cinematographic 
works and television productions;
(m) a mere scheme or rule or method of 
performing mental act or method of playing 
game;
(n) a presentation of information;
(o) topography of integrated circuits;
(p) an invention which in effect, is traditional 
knowledge or which is an aggregation 

ANNEX 1F: INDIA
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or duplication of known properties 
of traditionally known component or 
components.

India adopted a sui generis protection for 
plant varieties under the Protection of Plant 
Varieties and Farmers’ Rights Act, 2001. 
India has also protected genetic resources 
associated with living matter trough the 
Biological Diversity Act, 2002, which provides 
a mechanism for access to genetic resources 
and benefit sharing. Section 6 provides that 
obtaining IPRs related to the utilization of 
biological resources in India is subject to the 
approval of the National Biodiversity Authority:

 
Section 6.1. No person shall apply for any 
intellectual property right, by whatever name 
called, in or outside India for any invention 
based on any research or information on 
a biological resource obtained from India 
without obtaining the previous approval of 
the National Biodiversity Authority before 
making such application.
Provided that if a person applies for a patent, 
permission of the National Biodiversity 
Authority may be obtained after the 
acceptance of the patent but before the 
seating of tile patent by the patent authority 
concerned:
Provided further that the National 
Biodiversity Authority shall dispose of the 
application for permission made to it within a 
period of ninety days from the date of receipt 
thereof.
6.2. The National Biodiversity Authority 
may, while granting the approval under this 
section, impose benefit sharing fee or royalty 
or both or impose conditions including the 
sharing of financial benefits arising out of 
the commercial utilization of such rights.
6.3. The provisions of this section shall not 
apply to any person making an application 
for any right under any law relating to 
protection of plant varieties enacted by 
Parliament.
6.4. Where any right is granted under law 
referred to in sub-section (3), the concerned 
authority granting such right shall endorse a 
copy of such document granting the right to 
the National Biodiversity Authority.

Guidelines

India has approved guidelines for examining 
patent applications, which supplement the 
practices and procedures followed by Patent 
Office as published in the Manual of Patent 
Office Practice and Procedure. In particular, 
the biotechnology guidelines have clarified 
issues relating to the patentability of plants, 
parts and essentially biological processes:

16. Section 3 (j): plants & animals in whole 
or any part, seeds, varieties, species other 
than microorganisms & essentially biological 
processes are not patentable subject matter 
According to Section 3 (j) of the Act.
Plants and animals in whole or any part 
thereof other than microorganisms but 
including seeds, varieties and species 
and essentially biological processes for 
production or propagation of plants and 
animals are not patentable inventions. 
Although, microorganisms are excluded from 
non-patentability list, a conjoined reading 
with Section 3 (c) of the Act implies that 
only modified microorganisms, which do not 
constitute discovery of living thing occurring 
in nature, are patentable subject matter 
under the Act.
Claims relating to essential biological 
processes of growing plants, germination of 
seeds, of development stages of plants and 
animals shall be objected under Section 3 (j) 
of the Act. 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE 1: Claims: A 
therapeutic composition for treating an 
immune-related disorder in a mammalian 
subject, the composition comprises as 
an effective ingredient ex vivo educated 
autologous NK T cells capable of modulating 
Th1/Th2 cell balance toward anti-
inflammatory cytokine producing cells and 
optionally comprising pharmaceutically 
acceptable carrier, diluent, excipient 
and/or additive. Analysis: The claimed 
subject-matter falls within the scope of 
Section 3 (j) of the Act for claiming ex vivo 
educated autologous NK T cells in the form 
of therapeutic composition. Although the 
claim is directed to a composition, but 
there is nothing like a composition; in fact 
the educated autologous NK T cells alone 
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would be treated as a final product, because 
other ingredients are kept as optional. Just 
by wording a claim as a composition claim 
comprising additional one or more routine 
ingredients (for example pharmaceutically 
acceptable carriers) has no effect on the 
final product and it does not exclude the 
claim from falling within the scope of Section 
3 (j) of the Act. 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE 2: Claim: A method 
of producing at least one of substantially 
pure hybrid seeds, plants and crops, 
comprising the steps of (i) producing a male 
parent which is male fertile, (ii) breeding the 
male parent with a female parent which is 
substantially male sterile, and (iii) harvesting 
seeds from the female parent which contain 
pure hybrid seeds. Analysis: The claimed 
method involves the step of cross breeding 
for producing pure hybrid seeds, plants and 
crops. Thus, it is an essentially biological 
process and not allowable under Section 3 (j) 
of the Act.

Case law

A recent case – Nuziveedu Seeds Ltd. And Ors 
vs Monsanto Technology Llc And Ors, on 11 
April 2018 – relates to Bt cotton developed 
by Monsanto and protected under patent 
IN214436, which was licensed to several Indian 
seed companies. Nuziveedu Seed Ltd., Prabhat 
Agri Biotech Ltd. and Pravardhan Seeds Pvt. 
Ltd. requested that Monsanto reduce the trait 
fee, and suspended payments when Monsanto 

refused; Monsanto initiated a lawsuit seeking 
an injunction for patent and trademark 
infringement. In response, the defendants 
filed a counter-claim for the revocation of the 
plaintiff’s patent. The High Court of New Delhi 
observed that:

The conclusion that the court draws 
therefore, is that transgenic plants with the 
integrated Bt. Trait, produced by hybridization 
(that qualifies as an “essentially biological 
process” as concluded above) are excluded 
from patentability within the purview of 
section 3(j), and Monsanto cannot assert 
patent rights over the gene that has thus been 
integrated into the generations of transgenic 
plants.

Subsequent correspondence between the 
Patent Office and Monsanto resulted in 
exclusion of plants, plant cells, tissues and 
progeny plant containing the nucleic acid 
sequence as well as plants created through 
an essentially biological process (excluded on 
account of Section 3(j)). This narrowing of the 
patent claims, in the opinion of the court, is 
relevant, because ultimately what was granted 
was not a patent over the product, or even the 
method, but of identification of the ‘event’ i.e. 
the place in the genetic sequence of the DNA 
where the CryAB2 protein, in the plant cell.

In May 2018, the Supreme Court of India 
declined to stay the high court order that 
invalidated Monsanto’s patent.
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Peru is part of the Andean Community – along 
with Bolivia, Colombia and Ecuador – which has 
enacted several decisions on patents that are 
mandatory for state members.
Articles 15 and 20 of Decision 486, issued by 
the Commission of the Andean Community 
(also called the Commission of Cartagena) 
on 14 September 2000, establish the non-
patentability of living matter and plants:

15. The following shall not be considered 
inventions:
(a) discoveries, scientific theories and 
mathematical methods;
(b) the entirety or part of living beings as 
encountered in nature, natural biological 
processes, biological material existing in 
nature or which may be isolated, including the 
genome or germ plasm of any natural living 
being;
(c) literary and artistic works or any other work 
protected by copyright;
(d) plans, rules and methods for the pursuit of 
intellectual activities, the playing of games 
or the conduct of economic and business 
activities;
(e) computer programs or software as such; 
and
(f) methods of presenting information.

Article 15 states that all living matter, even 
when isolated, will not be considered as an 
invention. Article 20 complements this by 
specifically excluding from patentability plants, 
their parts and the essentially biological 
processes:

20. The following shall not be patentable:
(a) inventions the commercial exploitation of 
which on the territory of the member country 
concerned has necessarily to be prohibited 
in order to protect law and order or morality. 
To that end the commercial exploitation of an 
invention shall not be considered contrary to 
law and order or morality solely owing to the 
existence of a legal or administrative provision 

that prohibits or regulates such exploitation;
(b) inventions the commercial exploitation of 
which in the member country concerned has 
necessarily to be prohibited in order to protect 
the health or life of persons or animals, or 
to preserve plants or the environment. To 
that end the commercial exploitation of an 
invention shall not be considered contrary 
to the health or life of persons or animals or 
liable to prejudice the conservation of plants 
or the environment solely on account of the 
existence of a legal or administrative provision 
that prohibits or regulates such exploitation;
(c) plants, animals and essentially biological 
processes for the production of plants 
or animals that are not non-biological or 
microbiological processes;
(d) therapeutic or surgical methods for the 
treatment of human beings or animals, and 
also diagnostic methods applied to human 
beings or animals.

Article 53 limits the rights of the patent holder 
on biological material other than plants that it is 
possible to reproduce:

53. The owner of the patent may not exercise 
the right referred to in the foregoing Article in 
relation to the following acts:
(a) acts performed in a private circle for non-
profit-making purposes;
(b) acts performed for exclusively experimental 
purposes on the subject matter of the 
patented invention;
(c) acts performed solely for the purposes of 
teaching or scientific or academic research;
(d) acts referred to in Article 5ter of the Paris 
Convention for the Protection of Industrial 
Property;
(e) where the patent protects biological 
material, that can be reproduced, other than 
plants, using that material as the basis with 
which to obtain viable new material, except 
where to do so requires repeated use of the 
patented subject matter.

ANNEX 1G: PERU
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Article 54 explicitly establishes the reach of 
rights over biological material: 

54. The patent shall not give the right to 
prohibit a third party from engaging in 
commercial acts in relation to a product 
protected by the patent after that product 
has been brought on to the market in any 
country by the owner of the patent, or 
by another person who has obtained his 
consent or is economically associated with 
him.
For the purposes of the foregoing 
paragraph, two persons shall be considered 
economically associated where one can 
directly or indirectly exercise a decisive 
influence on the other concerning the 
working of the patent, or where a third party 
can exercise such an influence on both.
Where the patent protects biological 
material, that can be reproduced, the patent 
shall not extend to the biological material 
obtained by reproduction, multiplication or 
propagation of the material that has been 
brought on to the market in accordance with 
the first paragraph above, provided that the 
reproduction, multiplication or propagation 
was necessary so that the material might 
be used to achieve the purposes for which it 
was brought on to the market, and provided 
that the material derived from such use is 
not used for multiplication or propagation 
purposes.

Peru has enacted legislation complementing the 
Decision, including Law No. 29316 of 13 January 
2009 which incorporates provisions of the Trade 
Promotion Agreement between Peru and the 
United States. It includes Article 25-B, regarding 
what is not considered an invention:

Article 25-B. No inventions
The following are not considered inventions:
a) Discoveries, scientific theories and 
mathematical methods.
b) Any living being, existing in nature, in 
whole or in part.
c) Biological material, existing in nature, in 
whole or in part.
d) Natural biological processes.
e) Literary and artistic works or any work 
protected by copyright.

f) Plans, rules and methods for the 
exercise of intellectual activities, games or 
economic-commercial activities.
g) Computer programs or software, as such.
h) Ways to present information.

The Andean Community has also enacted 
legislation concerning the protection of 
genetic resources. Decision 391 establishes a 
requirement to disclose the origin of a genetic 
resource in order to obtain an intellectual 
property right:

The Decision 391. Complementary provisions
Second. The Member Countries shall not 
acknowledge rights, including intellectual 
property rights, over genetic resources, 
by-products or synthesized products and 
associated intangible components, that 
were obtained or developed through an 
access activity that does not comply with 
the provisions of this Decision.
Furthermore, the Member Country affected 
may request nullification and bring such 
actions as are appropriate in countries that 
have conferred rights or granted protective 
title documents.
Third. The Competent National Offices 
on Intellectual Property shall require the 
applicant to give the registration number of 
the access contract and supply a copy of it 
as a prerequisite for granting the respective 
right, when they are certain or there are 
reasonable indications that the products 
or processes whose protection is being 
requested have been obtained or developed 
on the basis of genetic resources or their 
by-products which originated in one of the 
Member Countries.
The Competent National Authority and the 
Competent National Offices on Intellectual 
Property shall set up systems for exchanging 
information about the authorized access 
contracts and intellectual property rights 
granted.

Law No. 28216 of 30 April 2004, on the Protection 
of Access to Peruvian Biological Diversity and 
Collective Knowledge of Indigenous Peoples, 
harmonizes Decision 391 with established 
mechanisms to identify and follow patent 
applications: 
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Article 4.- Functions of the Commission 
The Commission shall have the following 
functions: 
(a) Establishing and maintaining a register 
of biological resources and collective 
knowledge of Indigenous Peoples of Peru. 
(b) Providing protection against acts of 
biopiracy. 
(c) Identifying and following up patent 
applications filed or patents granted abroad 
that relate to biological resources or the 
collective knowledge of indigenous peoples 
of Peru. 
(d) Carrying out technical evaluations of the 
above-mentioned patent applications filed 
and patents granted. 
(e) Issuing reports concerning cases studied, 
making recommendations for action in the 
competent State authorities. 
(f) Lodging objections or instituting 
actions for annulment concerning patent 
applications filed and patents granted 

abroad that relate to biological or genetic 
resources, or the collective knowledge, of 
indigenous and native peoples of Peru.
(g) Establishing permanent information and 
dialog channels with the industrial property 
offices of other countries.
(h) Promoting links with State and civil 
society regional participatory bodies. 
(i) Drawing up proposals for the defense of 
the position of the State and of indigenous 
and native peoples of Peru in different 
international fora with a view to preventing 
and avoiding acts of biopiracy. 

Peru also protects plant varieties through a 
sui generis regime established by Decision 345 
on a Common Regime on the Protection of the 
Rights of Breeders of New Plant Varieties, and 
Law No. 28126 of 13 December 2003 to Regulate 
Infringements to the Rights of Breeders of 
Protected Plant Varieties.
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South Africa’s patent act was enacted in 1979 
and amended by the Patents Amendment 
Act, No. 14 of 1979; Patents Amendment Act, 
No. 67 of 1983; Patents Amendment Act, No. 
44 of 1986; Patents Amendment Act, No. 76 
of 1988; Patents Amendment Act, No. 10 of 
2001; and Patents Amendment Act, No. 58 of 
2002. Alongside the law, the South African 
patent system includes regulations (Patent 
Regulations, No. R6247 of December 15, 1978, 
as amended by Government Notice No. R1181 in 
Government Gazette No. 29413 of 1 December 
2006).

Section 25 of the Patent Act defines what is 
not patentable, including discoveries, plant 
varieties and essentially biological processes: 

25. Patentable inventions.
(1) A patent may, subject to the provisions 
of this section, be granted for any new 
invention which involves an inventive step 
and which is capable of being used or 
applied in trade or industry or agriculture.
(2) Anything which consists of— (a) a 
discovery; (b) a scientific theory; (c) a 

mathematical method; (d) a literary, dramatic, 
musical or artistic work or any other 
aesthetic creation; (e) a scheme, rule or 
method for performing a mental act, playing 
a game or doing business; (f) a program 
for a computer; or (g) the presentation of 
information, shall not be an invention for the 
purposes of this Act.
(3) The provisions of subsection (2) shall 
prevent, only to the extent to which a patent 
or an application for a patent relates to that 
thing as such, anything from being treated 
as an invention for the purposes of this Act.
(4) A patent shall not be granted— (a) for 
an invention the publication or exploitation 
of which would be generally expected to 
encourage offensive or immoral behaviour; or
(b) for any variety of animal or plant or 
any essentially biological process for the 
production of animals or plants, not being a 
micro-biological process or the product of 
such a process. 

There is, to date, no significant case 
law providing a substantive definition of 
‘essentially biological process’.

ANNEX 1H: SOUTH AFRICA
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Uganda has regional as well as national 
regulations because of its membership of 
ARIPO (see Annex 1b): it has signed the Banjul 
Protocol and Harare Protocol. Uganda’s 
Industrial Property Act 2014 modifies its Patent 
Act to regulate the granting, registration and 
protection of patents. Part II defines invention, 
excluding discoveries, plants and essentially 
biological processes.

8. Meaning of “invention”.
(1) For the purposes of this Part, “ invention” 
means a solution to a specific problem in the 
field of technology.
(2) Subject to subsection (3), an invention may 
be, or may relate to, a product or a process.
(3) The following shall not be regarded as 
inventions and shall be excluded from patent 
protection—
(a) discoveries, scientific theories and 
mathematical methods; (b) schemes, rules 
or methods for doing business, performing 
purely mental acts or playing games;
(c) diagnostic, therapeutic and surgical 
methods for the treatment of humans or 
animals;
(d) mere presentation of information;
(e) plants and animals other than micro-
organisms, and essentially biological 
processes for the production of plants or 
animals other than non-biological and micro-
biological processes; and
(f) pharmaceutical products and test data 
until 1st January 2016 or such other period as 
may be granted to Uganda or least developed 
countries by the Council responsible for 
administering the Agreement on trade related 
aspects of intellectual property under the 
World Trade Organization;
(g) natural substances, whether purified, 
synthesized or otherwise isolated from 
nature; except the processes of isolating 
those natural substances from their original 
environment; and
(h) the human body and all its elements in 
whole or in part.

The Industrial Property Act also specifies which 
inventions are not patentable, including plant 
varieties: 

13. Non-patentable inventions.
The following are not patentable—
(a) plant varieties as provided for in the law 
providing for the protection of plant varieties;
(b) inventions contrary to public order, 
morality, public health and safety, 
public policy, principles of humanity and 
environmental conservation.

Uganda has implemented regulations on access 
to and benefit from genetic resources. The 2007 
Guidelines for Accessing Genetic Resources and 
Benefit Sharing in Uganda include conditions, 
such as prior informed consent (PIC), on 
obtaining intellectual property rights from 
genetic resources and associated traditional 
knowledge:

3.5 Access to Indigenous Knowledge
Uganda recognises and protects the rights 
of local communities and indigenous 
populations to benefit from their traditional 
knowledge collectively, and to receive 
compensation for the conservation of genetic 
resources, by means of payments in money, 
goods, services, intellectual property rights or 
other mechanisms.
The application of the principle of PIC to 
the rights of indigenous peoples and other 
local communities is mandatory. PIC is 
indeed central to securing the rights of 
these communities in the context of access 
to genetic resources activities. Holders of 
traditional knowledge have the right to be 
asked and to be informed about requests from 
other parties to access their knowledge, and 
to extend or refuse their approval for such 
access.
Such holders must be actively included in 
the negotiation of benefits on the basis of a 
full disclosure of potential benefits and risks 
arising from the use of the resources. Any 

ANNEX 1I: UGANDA
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benefit sharing arrangements that may be 
entered into shall not negatively interfere with 
traditional knowledge systems and practices 
of indigenous peoples and local communities.
The relevance of PIC is particularly significant 
due to concerns about companies, research 
institutions, other entities, and individuals 
acquiring and using genetic resources and 
traditional knowledge from communities 
without the knowledge and permission of the 
rightful owners and holders. The UNCST shall 
therefore not issue an access permit to an 
applicant who has not obtained PIC from a 
holder of traditional or indigenous knowledge.
The UNCST is required to maintain a national 
reference file, where local communities 
or indigenous populations, and any other 
interested parties may deposit records 
of knowledge associated with genetic 
resources. The local communities and 
indigenous populations have exclusive 
rights over their traditional knowledge, and 
they alone are entitled to surrender it to 
the UNCST. Every record deposited in the 
national reference file shall be submitted to 
an ethnologic appraisal, and shall be used as 
a basis for decisions concerning the terms 
of the contract of access. These records are 
not mandatory, and their non-existence is 
not a condition for, neither does it preclude 
the exercise of any access rights negotiated 
under the Regulations.
Intellectual property rights with respect to 
products or processes related to traditional 

knowledge associated with genetic resources 
or derived products shall not be recognised if 
the access has not taken place in accordance 
with the provisions of the Regulations and 
these Guidelines.
Local communities that create, develop, hold 
or preserve indigenous knowledge associated 
with management or use of genetic resources 
are guaranteed the right to:
1. have the origin of the access to the 
indigenous knowledge mentioned in 
all publications, uses, exploitation and 
disclosures
2. prevent unauthorised third parties 
from using or carrying out tests, research 
or investigations relating to associated 
indigenous knowledge
3.prevent unauthorised third parties from 
disclosing, broadcasting or re-broadcasting 
data or information that incorporate or 
constitute associated indigenous knowledge
4. derive profit from economic exploitation 
by third parties of associated indigenous 
knowledge the rights in which are owned 
by the community as provided in for under 
Ugandan laws and international legislation
For the purposes of the Regulations and 
these Guidelines, any traditional knowledge 
associated with management and use of 
Uganda’s genetic resources may be owned 
by the community, even if only one single 
member of the community holds that 
knowledge.
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Vietnam has several regulations, decrees 
and laws on intellectual property. Regarding 
patentability of plants, law No. 50/2005/
QH11 establishes which subject matter is not 
considered as an invention: a natural plant 
genetic trait can be considered as a discovery 
and not patentable, in accordance with Article 
59; the same could be said of a essentially 
biological process for producing such plant, 
though there is no definition of essentially 
biological process:

Article 59.- Subject matters not protected as 
inventions 
The following subject matters shall not be 
protected as inventions: 
1. Scientific discoveries or theories, 
mathematical methods; 
2. Schemes, plans, rules and methods for 
performing mental acts, training domestic 
animals, playing games, doing business; 
computer programs; 
3. Presentations of information; 
4. Solutions of aesthetical characteristics 
only; 
5. Plant varieties, animal breeds; 
6. Processes of plant or animal production 
which are principally of biological nature other 
than microbiological ones; 
7. Human and animal disease prevention, 
diagnostic and treatment methods. 

Vietnam also has protection for plant varieties 
by way of a sui generis regime, enacted by an 
ordinance in 2004. 

ANNEX 1J: VIETNAM
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Notes
1  Plant-related patents may cover DNA 

sequences (complete or partial genes), 
promoters, enhancers, individual exons, 
plasmids, cloning vectors, expression vectors, 
nucleic acid probes, amino acid sequences 
(proteins), transit peptides, isolated host cells 
transformed with expression vectors, plant 
cells, parent lines and hybrids, seeds, and 
processes to genetically modify plants and to 
obtain hybrids.

2  Monsanto Canada Inc. v. Schmeiser. Retrieved 
from https://scc-csc.lexum.com/scc-csc/
scc-csc/en/item/2147/index.do.

3  While the European Commission has taken the 
view that the EU legislators’ intention when 
adopting Directive 98/44/EC was to exclude 
from patentability products (plants/animals 
and plant/animal parts) obtained by means of 
essentially biological processes, it is unclear 
whether the same approach is being or may be 
taken in developing countries.
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